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I NTRODUCT ION

This publication includes the Final Report and the Technical Report of
the Gifted and Talented Program.

The Technical Report contains the purpose of; procedures for; and find-
ings from each instrument employed in the collection of data relevant
to the major decision and evaluation questions of the 1982-83 Gifted
and Talented Program.

The Technical Report is not intended to be a document for widespread
circulation; but rather a technical refP,-ence for those interested in
replicating or studying the research and evaluation associated with the
project;
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FINAL REPORT

project Tit : Gifted and Talented Program

Contact Persons: Martin Arocena and Jonathan J. Curtis

Major Positive Findings:

1. A required districtwide inservice training for teachers in grades 4,
5, and 6 was conducted. It is the first time in this District that
a major inservice was organized to train teachers on topics of Gifted
And Talented Education.

2. The Independent Study Kit was disseminated districtwdde. Overall,
teachers who used the kit indicated the materials were useful in
aiding the development of independent study skills.

Major-Findings Pequiring-Aotion:

The Office of Gifted and Talented Education stated three Object- es
related to independent studies and leadership. Two of these three
objectives were not met. The third was partially achieved. Care-
ful consideration should be given to the statement of objectives.

Data from a Parent Survey indicate that parents; after the initial
presentation of the Gifted and Talented Program's objectives and
goals; are not called back to discuss their children's achievement
and/or problems.

3. EmpheSit_ShoUld be placed on Continuity of gifted and talented:programs
from grade to grade and frbm School to School.

Findings Summary:

Idenri-cioation vrocedures: At present; the District utilizes identifica-
tion criteria established independently for each program; However; each
program oust follow the District's requirements of selecting_students
oared on at least three Criteria. The District has committed itself
thrOUgh its Forming the Future PlanS to developing uniform Criteria
across the DiStriCt.

Curriculum Development: The District's Office of Gifted and Talented
Education developed a set of materials to tech and guide students in-
volved in independent studies. The Independent Study Kit was disseminated
districtwide. Overall; teachers who used the kit indicated the materials
were useful in aiding the development of independent study skills.
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Evaluation: The evaluation tasks of the Program included; among other
activities,_ the collection of data on the areas of independent studies
and leadership. Students who participated in the Independent -Study Pro-
graM_Were evaluated by the directing teachers on the steps of the Pro-
ject's process, on a scale from 1 (negative pole) to 10 (positive pole).
Examples of the steps evaluated are "the adequacy of the research methOd
selected" and "the product developed." The results obtained indiCate
that the group of students involved in the Independent Study Program ob-
tained an average of 7.5 points per item evaluated; and 50% of the stu-
dents scored an 8 or better; However, the objective stated by the Office
of Gifted and Talented Education was not met.

Participants in the_Junior High Leadership Program_ were evaluated by the
school counselors Who Were in Charge cf_itplatetting the Program. The
statistics obtained show that the counselor ratings of the leadership stu-
dents at Junior High school average approximately 4 on a scale_of 1 to 5,
where 5 is the optimum value. The percentage of studenta scoring 4 or 5
points was less than 90% for each item. Therefore, this Project objective
was not met.

Participants in the High School_Ieadership_Program were evaluated by the
Program coordinator_on a scale of 1 to 5; where 5 indicated masteryof
certain skills developer in the Program and 1 was "not mastered:" Results
indicate that the_group_of six students evaluated obtained an average of
4.5 or better on five of the seven skills evaluated.

ParenraI_InvoIvement: The District's Gifted and Talented Office organized
a series of five workshops for rarents of gifted students. The topics
covered included an introduction and general orientation to the District's
Gifted and Talented Program, a presentation on some specific areas of gifted-
tea8,_andpresentations by guest speakers on issues related to parenting
gifted children. On the average, the meetings were attended by 40 parents.

Inservice Training: The Office of Gifted_and Talented Education of the
District organized an inservice training day required fOr all District
teachers in grades 4; 5, and 6. The inservice was attended_by appro:ti7
mately 535 teachers and support personnel. Overalli participants rated
the workshops with an average rating of 5 on a Seale of 7 points, Where
7 was the maximum positive value.

Evaluation Sumrary:

The following is a description of the Gifted and Talented Program of the
District and a summary_Of the major evaluation findings for the 1932-83
school year. The findings will be presented by Program component. De-
scriptions of the instruments used and procedures followed for the evalu-
ation of the Program are reported in 1982 -83 Gifted and Talented Program,
Final Teennical Rerort, Publication No. 82.41.

vi
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

HOW WERE GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS SERVED?

The educational needs of the gifted and talented students in the District
were served by two types of programs. The majority of the gifted and
talented classes were planned by teachers at the school level on a
volunteer basis. Each teacher interested in_having a special class for
gifted students submitted a program plan to be reviewed_by the principal
of the Seib-di, the coordinator_of Gifted and Talented- Education, and the
ASsistant SUperintendent_for Elementary Education. The program -plans
included a description of the _educational objectives to be attained, the_
selection procedure, a list of activities, and a list of resources needed. .

These classes were subject specific4

The second type of Gifted and Talented Program consisted of programs
organized and taught by itinerant teachers whose area of specialization
was Gifted and Talented Education. The itinerant teachers also submitted
program plans. However, their programs were implemented at various schools.
In general, these teachers servedthe_needsOf gifted students in special
areas of giftedness such as highlevel thinking, general intellectual
ability, leaderShip, and future problem solving. There were eleven
teachers whose job was to teach special cusses for gifted and talented
students in the various schools of the_ DLLSZtitt. _

13=3=====
Lands I Have Visited

v41

I we been to the Land where unicorns roam free.
Yes, pearly white unicorns do exist for dreamers. But
for the I iCeritie3;_ these are only myths.

In the Lira of the unicorn. everything i healthy and
green. Trees dance in the wind and ,flowers wave to each
other. There is a castle on the hillside made of ivory
itikarre the Lord of Love rules. _ The citizens in this
kingdom hinie no weapons. for they are peace lacers.

I have also been to the land of mermaids where the
Oft silky water touches you ever so gently. Mermaids
and waterbabies swim and play in their 'kingdom or cor-
al and their garden of sea grapes and sea peaches.
Waterbabics piay chase with the dolphins and hide and
seek with the fishes. .'"ding horseback on the seahorse is
their favorite _game.
_ My favorite and is the land of the rainbow, My best tlib:e
friend is thYt rainbow's _ughter. Wit hay.: _ picnics
together and eat mist cakes and dew dross. We ride
beautiful winged horses that dance _through the sky. I
itlove bouncing on the soft white puffy clouds and play-
ing tag with the skybabier.

1 have been to ail the wonderful. magical Lands where
mermaids and unicorns exist. I have seen waterOaPies ;3
aril sliyaabies play in the pa -uwe of magic. for I am one il
of the few. ths dreamers.

Natp.sha Denis
Grade 6, Zavala

INe-5,1 Fe-501 f.0,5.1041
:.7J =1CM4Z--3J C.= == 4047-4.J 4.4.'-j+J 4:44
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HOW_MANY_GIFTED_AND_TALENTFn CLA-SSES WERE THERF;AND IN WHAT SUBJECTS?

During the 1982-83 school year the District served 2212 students in grades
K-12 with programs of Gifted and Talented Education. There were 173 pro-
gram plans filed with_the Gifted and Talented Program Office. Figure 1
shows the nUtber of classes by subjects and level of schools.

ect, Gifted/Talented Area Elementary Junior Hi h Hi h School

1. Independent Studies 36
2; Language Arts and LA/SS 25 2 1

3. Art Museum Visits 18

4. Math 11

5. Computer_Literacy 7

6. General Science 7

7. Music 1'0

8. Symphony 7

9; Future Problem Solving 3 2 1

10; Art 1 2

11. Leadership 3

12. Social Studies 1 1 1

13. Journalism 1 1

14. Chemistry 1

15. Creative and Productive Thinking 1

16. Drama
17. Environmental Science
18. English
19. French
20. German 1

21. History/Literature 1

22. Latin 1

23. Spanish 1

Total number of programs 131 17 25

NOTE: The leadership prograM_at the high school level included students from
several Dittrict schools.

Figure 1. COUNT OF GIFTED AND TALENTED CLASSES BY SCHOOL LEVEL.

f-dAAO, Vc,7J2.

C2./7d0, 6, Houston

viii
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SELECT ION PROCEDURES

HOW_WEREPARTIGITANTSSELICTaa

At present;_ the Distridt utilizes gifted and talented identification cri-
teria established independently for each program. However, flexibility
in the establishment of Selection criteria is restricted by District and
State guidelines. Every program must havc a selection procedure which
includes three criteria; and this procedure must be explained to parents
and students. The criteria for selection thus far have depended on the
type of program; the area of giftedness focused on, and the individual
responsible for the program. In_general, teachers used personal inter-
views, demonstrated_ability achievement test scores, and scores on_tests
of creativity to select students. The District has committed itself to
developing uniform criteria. The recommendations of Forming the Future,
a committee of concerned citizens who set goals for the future in various
aspects of education in the District, were the following:

1. Develop a districtwide identification procedure and
eligibility criteria.

2. Provide at each campus for continuous identification And
placement of eligible children, supported by a computerized
central student data management system.

Work in this area has begun, but the uniform criteria are not yet
established.

16tetu SVAkbak
(3,-a; is 3, ESAdckla
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CURR ICULUM DEVELOPMENT

latAT-INSTRUCTIONAL-MATEKIALS- WERE-DEVELOPED-BY THE OFFICE-OF-GIFTED
AND-TALENTED-EDUCATION?

w

The District's Office of Gifted and Talented Education developed a set
of materials to teach and guide students Involved in independent studies.
Thirty-six teachers in grades 3 - 6 used the Independent Study Kit with
approximately 360 students. These teachers were asked to provide comments
on the kit. According to the comments received, the kit was well organ-
ized and provided the students with good ideas; Some representative
comments are:

"The research skills and types of study that the kit provideS
are essential and well developed for use and understanding."

"The thorough organization of the eight basic steps makes the
kit a great teaching tool."

Some teachers also gave suggestions for improvement; In general, they
referred to specific details of the kit, such as the numbering of pages
And providing more directions_ to teachers on how to use the kit. Examples
Of the suggestions are the folloWIng:

"It is very difficult to keep the 'gathering information' sec-
tion organized because all the various topics are numbered
separately and all are the same color. Also, it was diffi-
cult to use the kit to teach the whole class (16 students)
at once. It seems wore efficient to teach the whole class,
,specially at the beginning of independent study."

"Develop a Teacher's Guide."

Staff from the Office of Gifted and Talented Education developed a set of
flash cards to accompany the fifth-grade basal reader. These cards in-
clude high-level thinking questions. The materials will be disseminated
during the 1983-84 school year.

Wind's burning breath
Sweeps across the countrysicie

Sweltering, wailing
Whistling an unforgetable _tune

Never again to return?

Thais Davenport
Grade 6, Brooke

Matiz Riatedge
aade, 6, Hou.s-con
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EVALUAT ION

WRAT_UERE TEE STIMENT-OBJECTriTES?

The evaluation component included, among other activities, the collection
of data and analyses on the Independent Studies and Leadership Programs.
The purpose of evaluating these activities was to validate the objectives
stated on the proposal submitted to TEA. The were two student objectives:

1. 90% of the students will receive a rating of 8 or better on
a scale from 1 to 10 on each of the 8 steps in the independent
lea:ning-processas well as on the final product, as judged by
the teachers, the audience, and the student.

2. 90% of the students involved in the Leadership Programs Will
receive a rating of 80% or better as judged by teachers;
students, and those affected by the outcome, using established
criteria.

uTR IVES MET?

-DIDEPENT-ENTSTUD-1-I-S

.

Students who participated in the Incependent Studies Project were evalu-
ated by their directing teachers using the Independent Studies Evaluation
Form. This instrument was designed by ORE and consisted of three parts.
Part A was used to identify the grade and school of the student. Part
B consisted of eight items which represent steps in the process of con-
ducting an independent study such as selection of method of study, product
developed, and presentation; A 10-point scale was designed to evaluate
each of the eight steps. Each scale has a set of antonymous adjectives
as opposite poles. Finally, the third part consisted of two open-ended
questions requesting information on the Independent StudieS Kit.

Results indicate that the average obtained by the group of students in
the Independent Studies Program was seven points or better for each of
the items. However, on none of the items did 90% of the students obtain
eight or more points. Thus, the objective for the program was not met.
Judging from the percentages attained; the objective, as defined, was not
realistic for this component. 1982-83 was the first year of use of the
Independent Studies Kit. Therefore, the results obtained may be taken as
the baseline to establish achievement objectives in the future.

xi
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LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS AT_THE-JUgIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

Students_who_participated in the Leadership Program were evaluated at the
junior high level by school counselors_whO_were in charge of implementing
the program. The evaluation form was based on the objectives defined at
the beginning of the year in the program plans. For example, one of the
skills measured was the ability to communicate ideas to others in a skill-
ful manner. A scale of five points was used.

Results indicate that counselors.? ratings of the leadership students at the
janitor high school level average approximately 4 on a. scale from 1 to 5,
where 5 was the value indicating that the skill was mastered. After
analyzing the data collected, it waJ found that the objective Stated by
the Office of Gifted and Talented Education was not met. Judging from
the statistics obtained, the objective stated appears to be unrealistic.

T-F-ADFRSHI PROGRAM_AT__YEE_ HIGB SC_HOO_L_ LEVEL

A Leadership Program called Austin Council for Tomorrow was implemented
at the high school level. The participants represented all the District's
high schools. The members -of the council selected a_problem in the
community and worked jointly constructing, implementing, and evaluating_
a plan of action. Participants began this particular project, alternative
housing for the elderly, in February 1982.

At the end of theproject, Nay 1983, each student was evaluated by the
project coordinator on eight skills developed through project participa-
tion. A scale of five points was used; with 5 indicating that the skill
had been mastered and 1 indicating no development. Some examples of the
Skills evalUated are goal setting and effective group_communication. Re-
sults show that the group of six-students evaluated obtained an average
of 4.5 points or better on all the skills evaluated except one. The
average for group management strategies was 3.8 points. The Program
objective for the Leadership Program at the high school level was par-
tially achieved; Program students met the objectives in seven of the
eight items evaluated.

11

What A Kid Wouldn't Say

If you asked a boy if he likes snow.
He'd probably never say no.
On a snowy day a kid would never say,
"I don't want to go out and play today."
Kids go with snowflakes like milk goes with cornflakes.
So say HELLO to a snowy day.

Dane Carud-sers

Grade 4, Winn

mid
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INSERVICE TRAINING

WHAT INSERVICE TRAINING DID TEACHERS_REOPTVE9

The Offices of Gifted and Talented Education and Staff Development organ-
ized an inservice training day_required_forall District teachers in
grades 4, 5, and 6 to familiarize the District's teachers with:

o procedures for the identification of gifted and
talented students,

strategies to teach gifted and talented students,

high-level thinking questioning,

and the resources available in the District to
support gifted and talented education.

The inservice was attended by approximately 535 teachers. The day was
divided into two sessions, morning and afternoon. Each session con-
sisted of six groups with identical agendas.

Participants of the inservice were asked to evaluate the overall in-
service session as well as various aspects of the workshop ,s=uch as
clarity of objectives, materials presented, content, pace, and knowledge_
gained._ Space was provided for open-ended responses identifying strengths
and weaknesSes of the inservice training provided.

The following findings come from the teacher evaluation:

ea The obtained average value for knowledge gained was
4.74 on a scale from 1 to 7 where the latter was the
optimum value expected. The poles of the scale were
"negligible" and "significant."

The average rating for_the overall workshop was 5.11
on a scale of seven points where seven was the opti
mum Value._ The poles of the scale were "excellent"
and "poor."

The results seem to indicate that most teachers perceived the training
as valuable to them. However; the results obtained were below the values
Expected by the organizing staff. The fact that the inservice was re-
quired may have had something to do with this finding.
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Among the specific points mentioned by the respondents as valuable were:

strategies to teach gifted and talented students,

o curriculum activities specifically designed for
gifted and talented students,

a and descriptions and instructions on how to use
the Torrande Test of Creativity.

Two areas were mentioned frequently as needing improvement. They were:

repetitionofactivities and ideas learned in other
inservice training workshops;

o and the required nature of the went.

c{\-1

\\

,fie

C2

ss)Oir'

SisrQ-

Ttacy Jenning3
Grade 4, Hourton

One ear forward,

One ear back.
Here comes Daisy
White and black,
Masked and spotted
from head to tail.
She barks at the person
who brings the mail.

Whenever she feth

a cool breeze
she sits down

under
the
trees

The only bad thing
about Daisy is that

she hxzs fleas.

Katie Koc.h

Grade 4, Zavala
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PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

HOW WERE PARENTS INVOLVED IN GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION?

The District's Office of Gifted and Talented Education organized a series
of workshops for parents of gifted and talented students. The first work-
shop was a general orientation meeting for parents about the District's
Gifted and Talented Program and the resources available. During this
meeting, teachers who were in charge of managing the Program for gifted and
talented students were presented. There were also two meetings where
staff from the Gifted and Talented Office presented some of the specific
programs and components of the Gifted and Talented Program such as
high-level thinking, and creative problem solving. Finally, there were
two presentations made by noted speakers of the community where the issues
of parenting the gifted and talented child where addressed. The five
workshops were attended by an average of forty parents each.

Responses to a parent survey designed by Texas Education Agency provide
some information about parental iavolvement. This survey was
administered only to parents of students in Gifted Programs in grades
5, 7, and 9. There were 504 surveys sent; however, only 32% (163) were
completed and returned. The following findings come from that source:

Sixty percent (97 of 163) of the parent respondents
said they had been invited to visit the Program and
had been given the opportunity to visit with the
Program teacher. However, 53 parents of 163 (337)
Said they had not, and 13 parents (7%) did not
address the item.

o Twenty-nine percent (47 of 163) of the parents who
returned the questionnaire said they attended parent
activities related to problems, needs, and programs
of the gifted and talented students. However, 111
(68%) said they did not attend; and 37 (23%) did not
address the item.

0 Ninety percent (146 of 163) of the- parents Who re-
turned the survey said they would like their children
to continue in the Gifted and Talented Program. Only
13 parents (87) said they would not, and 4 parents
(2%) did not answer the question.
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The, information collected on parental involvement seems to indicate that
the parental involvement component of the Gifted and Talented Program
would be enhanced if the following recommendations are implemented.

Continue with the organization of parent workshops
related to specific areas of giftedness and parenting
gifted and talented children. The topics seem to be
relevant to the interests of the parr-Its.

Have teachers in Gifted and Talented Programs meet
parents more often to explain the goals of the Programs,
and to provide follow-up information to them throughout
the year.

Increase the circulation of the Program's newsletter
to include all parents of students in Gifted and
Talented programs.

o Identify strategies to assure that other parents
who may not be involved in the Program have ways
to receive information.
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

APPENDLN A

INDEPENDENT STUDIES EVALUATION FORM
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION:

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION:

Brief Cescription_bf the instrument:
The Independent Studies Evaluation Form consists tf three parts. Part A identifies
the studenth grade and school. Part 3 consists or eignt its which represent steps
in the process of conducting an independent study project. A 10 point scale was designed
to evaluate each of the eight steps. Each scale has a set of antonymous adiectives as
poles. Finally, the third part consists_ of two openended questions requesting
information on the Independent Studies Kit.

To whom was the instrument administered?
To teachers who requested the Independent: Studies Evaluation Form from the office
of Gifted and Talented Education.

How many times was the instrument administered?
Only once.

When_ was the instrument administered?
The Independent Studies Evaluation Form was sent co teachers directing study
projects on May 9, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered?
Teachers evaluated students at [hell- schools.

WhO ndminiStered tne inStrurnent?
ORF. mailed the fo=as co teachers. trument is self -administered.

What training did the administrators hate?
Not applicable.

Was the instrument administered under standardiied conditionS?
Unknown.

Were there problems with the instrument or the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?
Unknown.

Who deve:oped the instrument?
The instrument was devei-ooed by ORE based on infor:nation received from the
Office of Gifted and Talented Education.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument:.
ror.e.

Are there norm data availaole for intarbreting the results?
There are no norm data interpreting results.

4
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Independent Studies Evaluation Form

Purpose

An evaluation form was designed by ORE to address the following decision
and research questions:

Decision guest ion Dl: What components of the present Distrj.ct
effort; if any, should be modified or deleted? Should any com-
ponent be added?

Evaluation Question 1)1-A5: Was the stated objective attained
for students involved in the Independent Study Program?:

90% of the students will receive a rating of 8 or better
on a scale of 1 to 10 on each of the 8 steps in the in-
dependent learning process as well as the final product
as judged by the teachers; the audience; and the student.

IValuation Question D1-,19: Is the Independent Study Kit used
by teachers of the gifted/talented students? Does it meet a
need for instructional materials for gifted/talented students?
Should it be modified?

Procedures

The Gifted/Talented Education Office developed, during the 1981-82 school
year; a set of materials to teach and guide students interested in com-
pleting an independent study project. The set of materials was called
the Independent Study Kit and it was sent to teachers and librarians of
the District who requested it

The Gifted/Talented Office of the District set an achievement objective
for students conducting independent study projects; It is presented
in the purpose section of this appendix; To validate this objective,
ORE designed the Independent Studies Evaluation Form; It is based on
information provided by the G/T Office;

The Independent Evaluation Form was mailed to District teachers and li-
brarians who reported using the kit and who had students conducting pro-
jects in grades three to six. Each directing instructor completed one
form for each of the students under his/her supervision.

The Evaluation Form consists of three parts:

0 Identification items;

o Evaluation of processes and outcomes of the
independent study project;

A-3
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o Teacher comments on the Independent Study Kit.

Each part will be deScribOd as followS:

A. Identification items.

The students evaluated remained_ anonymous. However, evaluating
teachers were asked to report the student's school and grade.

B. Processes and Outcomes of the Independent StUdy PrOjett.

This section consisted of eight items which represent -steps
in the process of conducting an independent -study project;
such as research questions selected and collection of information,
among othersi A 10 point scale was designed to evaluate each of the
eight steps. Each scale has a set of antonymous adjectives as
poles. Teachers were asked to circle the number_on the scale
that reflected the student's performance; according to their own
judgement.

C. Teacher Comments on the Study Kit.

To collect information on the Independent Study Kit per se,
teachers were asked to identify, in their opinion; the best
aspects of the kit, and make suggestions for improving the
materials;

A copy of the Independent Study Form is included in this appendix as
Attachment A-1.

After evaluating the participating students, directing teachers sent the
completed forms to the ORE for tabulation of reSultS and analyses.

Results

HOW MANY EVALUATION FORMS WERE RETURNED?

At the end of the school year, 134 completed forms were sent to ORE for

tabulation and analyses.

Figure A-1 presents the breakdown -by grade of the students evaluated
and Figure A-2 shows the number of formS received by school.

A=-4
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Grade Number of Students Percentage

Third_ grade 3 2 %
Fourth grade 38 28 %
Fifth grade 32 24 %
Sixth_ grade 48 36. 7

Nbt classified 13 10 %

TotAl 134 100 %

FIGURE A-1. COUNT BY GRADE OF THE INDEPENDENT STUDIES EVALUATION
FORMS RETURNED.

School N. of evaluation forms received

Barrington 1

Becker
Campbell 1

Gullet 28

Langford 7

Read 18

S. Houston 8

Odom 2

MatthewS 13

Webb 13

Snchez 5

Winn 16

Unidentified 5

Total Students 134

TIGURE A=2. NUMBER OF COMPLETED EVALUATION FORMS RETURNED BY SCHOOL.

Was the Achievement Objective -Met?

To validate the_objective for the independent studies prornm; two
statistical analyses were conducted computation of descrii, ive
statistics and_the frequency of scores above 7, item by item. Figure

A-3 presents the descriptive statistics.
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Item N Average SD SE

1. Organization of the
topic

134 7.34 1.87 .161

2. Research Questions 134 7.35 1.86 .161

Selected

3. Method of Study 134 7.46 1.67 .144

4. Use of Resources 134 7.27 1.81 .157

5; Collection of Informa-
tion

134 7.50 1.87 .162

6. Product Developed 118 7.65 1.75 .161

7. Presentation of Project 118 7;56 2.04 0.188

8. Overall Evaluation by 134 7.32 1.87 0.16

Directing Teacher

FIGURE A-3. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY ITEM OF THE INDEPENDENT
STUDIES EVALUATION.

The results shown in Figure A-4 indicate the number of studentS who

scored an eight or better on each of the items of the Evaluation
Form.
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Item
N of students with a
score of 8 or more

Percent of
Total

1. Organization of the
topic;

71 53%

2. Research questions 75 56%
S'elected;

3; Method of study; 74 55%

4; Use of resources. 65 49%

Collection of
information.

71 53%

6; Product developed; 72 61%

7; Presentation of the
project;

70 59%

8; Overall evaluation
by directing teacher;

69 51%

FIGURE A-4. i.'UMBER OF STUDENTS WHO SCORED 8 OR MORE ON EACH ITEM OF THE
INDEPENDENT EVALUATION FORM.

The results obtained and presented above indicate that the objective
stated for this Program by the Office of Gifted and Talented Education
was not met; Judging from the percentages attained; the objective; as
defined; was not realistic for this component; 1982-83 was the first
year of implementation of the Independent Studies Kit; Therefore; the
results obtained this year may be taken as the baseline to establish
achievement objectives in the future;

Was the Independent Study Kit used by teachers of the gifted and
talented students?

A roster of all the teachers and librarians who requested the Inde-
pendent Study Kit was provided by the Office of Gifted and Talented
Education; Each listed instructor was contacted by telephone and
asked three questions; 1) were they using the Kit?; 2) if they were,
at what grade level ?; and 3) with how many students? Thus; it was
found that 36 teachers in grades K-6 were using the Kit with 392
students.
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Does the Independent Study Kit meet a need for gifted students? Should

it be modified?

There were twelve teachers s'ho shared their views on the merits of the
kit. In general; these teachers had a favorable opinion. The fcillow=

ing aspects of the kit were mentioned by the responding teachers:

"The numerous avenues pointed oot to the children every step
of their chosen project."

"Having everything in one place so students can browse
through as needed."

"Selecting and organizing the topics are excellent."

"Challenging to highly skilled students. It offers un=
limited subject matter."

"Teaches the students other ways to use information."

"Provides a research mode;"

"Students learn basic skills of letter writing, researCh; etc."

"The research skills and types of study that the kit provides
are essential and are well developed for use and understanding."

"The ideas given and the way research skills are broken down."

"The thorough organization of the eight basic steps makes the
kit a great teaching tool-"

"The big Book of independent study provided good practice of
skills."

Some teachers also gave suggestions for improvement. All of these
suggestions are presented below;

"It is very difficult to keep the 'gathering information' sec
tion organized because all the various topics are numbered
separately and all are the same color; Also, it was diffi
cult to use the kit to teach the whole class (16 students)
at once; It seems more efficient to teach the whole class,
especially at the beginning of independent study."

"My main complaint is that most of the children had a hard
time following through with what they said they wanted to
do; By the end; the independent study project became a
chore to complete; not fun to finish. Next year I think
they'll have a better idea of what is expected."
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"More examples of types of higher level questions that would lead
to varied methods of study."

"Training for teaching osinE kit for the first time; I loved
using the program though I learned with my students."

"Section on making note cards."

"Provide a g/t teacher to work with all gifted kids simultaneous-
ly while they use the kit."

"Needs more teacher direction for csage. It's monotonous/
cumbersome for a child to go through independently."

"Develop a corollary to be used with primary (K-3) students."

"Numbering of pages is confusing."

"Develop a Teacher's Guide."

"Maybe make a Level I and Level II kit."

"Include a section which would present to the student the format
for written formal reports."
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INDEPPMPF STLIDY PVALUATION FORK

ATTACHMENT A-1

THE INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM I3_3E1NO MONITORED WITH INTEREST 3Y THE_DISTR!CT AND TEA.

77,,E_FaLLsw1G FORM WAS :ES:ON:0 TO EVALUATE EACH STUDENT'S INDEPENDENT
PROJECT ELT::-

OIRECTING TEACHER:

YOUR_PARTICIPAT:ON IN 7HIS PROJECT :3
GREATLY_APPRECIATED 3Y THE SIFTED AND_TALENTEC

OFFICE AND THE DISTRICT'S ELEMENTARY EOUCATION CERARTMENT. HOWEVER, THE J03 IS NOT

DONE UNTIL THE EVALUATION IS IN. SO

PLEASE COMPLETE A FORM FOR EACH PART:O:PAT:NO STIJOENT IN GRADES 3 - 5.

:RAO: CF STUOEN7 .EAL'2ATEC: 3 » 3 5 SCHOOL:

STUDENT'S :NITIALS:

_

( The student's identity will remain anonymous.
The initials will help the directing teacher

to evaluate each student only once.;

-P-PCCESSES AND OUTCOMES OF THE INDEPENDENT S7J-CY PPOJECT.

PLEASE C:RCLE THE NUM5ER ON THE SCALE THAT REFLECTS THE STUDENT'S PERFORMANCE.

ORGANIZATION OF -HE TOPIC BELL- PLANNED POORLY PLANNED

10 9 8 7 5 5 3 2 1

2, R:-T'-CH OUFSTIONS ."-*P'Ff-770 PROBING TRIVIAL

a,,
...,. , 7 6 5 4 3 2 I

'1_77.:CO OF S- -'J"'' Y.NTERVIE:.;, ACECUATE

I2PAR', RFSEAPCH_, :5SERVAT:ON

INADEOUATE

;XPFAIMFNT, FIE : 7RIPP CR 10 S 5 7 5 5 4 1 2

:THERS;

4. USE OF RESOURCE'S (INFORMANT AND/ SKILLFUL UNSKILLFUL

OR COCL:MENTS AND MATERIALS)
ID 9 3 7 5

..

,..

5. OOLLECTIO 05 :NFORnT:ON "ELEVAN7 70 70RIO :RRELE'IANT

10 9 3 7 0 3 3 2 1

i. PRODUCT OEIELO=E: EXCELLENT POOR

. IC 9 3 7 5 3 » 3 2

E'17A7CON OF 0"0..:7:- EXCELLENT 'OCR

IC ?Siii 2

3. CVE"4L.I. E.74t2A7:ON 2' EXCELLENT 'OCR

7E4O'rE"
IC 9 8 7

C= :% 1:57-=

4FtE --S 5E57 A5PEC7S Cr 7.1.1 CNOEFFOEN7 37I!OY <:7%

3

"OR .:" - "CVCNT :10E7ENCEN- STUOY <IT :RE:

9
A - 0
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

APPENDIX B

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM EVALUATION COMPONENT

B-1
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION:

Brief descriocion of the instrument:

The High Schaal Leader-ship Form consisted of an objective containing five components.
Each of these camponents was evaluated in terms of a five-point scale where 5 indi-
cated that the skill was mastered; and 1 indicated the skill was not developed. An
example of a skill evaluated is the ability to select goals.

To whom was the instrument administered?

To 'participating students on the Austin Council for Tomorrow.

ma. ti-cs was t`.r.-s-t-r=en-:,1:Mtiniatered7

Only once.

'When waa tne instrument adtInistered?

The evaluation tnrms were completed during the last week of classes of the
1982-33 school year.

.:ere was :h2 i-ocr-rient admi-iat_red?

In the Gifted and Talented Office.

mr! a:mlni;:erd the ins:rument7

The evaluation form was administered by the coordinator of the program.

t_al-ing t-he-admini3tratar7, have?

in-itnictionS to .:cmplete- the form were provided by the Office of Research
and Evaluation.

:;as the instroment administered uncer s!?andardired conditions?

L:nknol.m.

.;ere :he orotlems- with -t'; -ein-strtrnan-t or he admi-int.ation ::st miz:.=-af=,ec-t
va"-- of :he data?

unknown.

nab psi -lax? th-e--istrument?

The_Gifted and Talented Office in cooperation with tne Office or Research and
Evaluation.

Are :here norm data avail L2 tOr intermretin;: the res.,Ilts?

:lot applicable.
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION:

3rief-descrtocion of the-tns-trumenc:

The Leadership Evaluation Form consisrs of seven objectives which were stated by
the school counselors -of the District in cooperation with personnel frOm the
Gifted and Talented Office. Each objective has a five7point scale and it varies
from 5 which indicates the skill was mastered to 1, skill not developed.

To-whom-wa-s -the ias-trument- administered?

The instrument was administered to students participating in the leadership
.program at these :hree schools:

Murchison, PearCe, and LaMar.

ccv manv times was the instrument adtinistered?

Only once:

When was the instrument administered?

The instrument was administered dUring the last Week of ClaSses of the 1982-83
school year.

here ,.7as Lastr=ent admInfszered?

It was adminIstered at the schools.

'Who administered instr1=ent?

he counselor(s) in charge of the program at each school.

'What traihih: did t7.e admLalstracors have?

Nbt applicable:

the instrent adm1r.f.stered cr.der

:very there orohIems instr-Imett or the administration that slizht affect
the of the data?

Unknown;

'Who developed the instrument?

The objectives were written by the counselors,and the scale used to measure
was adopted from the program plan.

Ar_ :he__ no= data a?allable for int:r.trtin-: rem- 1t5

No.

Ei=3
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Leadership Project Evaluation Component

Purpose

Evaluation activities were conducted by ORE to address the following
decision and research questions:

Decisio n OLU-0-at3onD 1: What components of the present District
effort, if any, should be modified or deleted? Should any
component be added?

-Evaltation Question D1-1: WeS the stated objective for_
students involved in the leadership abilities program for
grades 7-8 and 9-12 met?

The objectives stated by the G/T office for the leadership program were
the following:

For grades 7 and 8:

90% of the students will receive a rating of 80% or better
AS judged by teachers, students, self and others affected
by the outcome using established criteria.

For grades 9 12:

90% of the students will receive a rating of 80% or better
AS judged by teachers, students and those affected by the
outcome using established criteria;

Procedures

TO validate_these objectives, participants in the leadership program at
the junior high school level were evaluated by the counselors in charge
of implementing the program. At the high school level; participants were
evaluated by_the project coordinator -who was a teacher from the District's
Office of Gifted and Talented EdutatiOn.

The instrument used to evaluate the participating students in the leader
ship program was the set of objectives listed in the program plan; A
Program plan includes a description of the goals and objectives of each
class; an explanation of the criteria used to select students; and a
declaration of support services needed These program plans are sent to
the Office of Gifted and Talented Education for approval
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The objectives defined_in the program plans state skills and/or knowledge
that participating students will learn through the activities of the
specific program_during the school year. The list of objectives is
accompanied by the following evaluation scale:

S. MASTERED
4. COMPLETED
3. PARTIALLY COMPLETED
2. INITIATED
1. NOT DEVELOPED

HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM.

A leadership program called Austin Council f6r Tomorrow was implemented

at the high school level. The participants represented all the District's

high schools. The members of the council selected a_problet in the
community and worked jointly constructing, implementing, and evaluating

a plan of action; Participants began this- particular project, alternative
housing for the elderly, in February of 1982.

The objective defined by the project coordinator for the AuStin Council

for Tomorrow was the following:

Students in the leadership program, the Austin Council for
Tomorrow; will develop skills in the following areas:

1. leadership rights and responsibilitieS
2; group management strategies
3; self- discipline techniques
4; effective group communication
5; decision making
6; goal setting
7; public speaking
8; research techniques.

Counselors and project coordinators directing the leadership programs

completed an evaluation form for each participating Student; Once com7

pleted, the instructors sent the forms to ORE for tabulation and analyses.

LEADIERSHIP PROGRAM AT THE JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL.

The leadership program at grades seven and eight were implemented in

the following three junior high schools of the DiStrict:

Lamar Junior High
Murchison Junior High
Pearce Junior High

B-5
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The objectives stated for the leadership program at the junior high level

were the following:

1. Identify and evaluate strengths and weaknesses in oneself in

regard to the leadership skills listed below and demonstrate

an improvement in the weaknessea..

a. making decisions quickly
b, accepting criticism
c. delegating responsibility to others

d. being able to forsee problems
e. seeking ideas from others
f. possessing good seIf-control
g. being a good listener
h. communicating well with others
i. possessing self-confidence

Describe; demonstrate and understand when to_USe one or more
successful methods of leadership. For example:

a. autocratic
bo democratic
C. free-rein

3. Communicate ideas to others in a skillfUl manner by applying

communication skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing)

in actual projects selected by the group.

4. Define the purpose of the group and participate in goal

selec tion.

5. Select activities that reflect the goals and purpose of the

group.

6. Resolve conflicts in a logical, constructive manner.

7. DeMonatrate problem solving ability by utilizing a 'Manning

technique such as the one below:

- identify task
collect information and classify

- analyze facts
consider alternate courses

= select course of action
determine and allocate resources
evaluate outcomes; products and people involved.

8. Apply_leaderShip:skills, communication skills; goal setting skills

deciaibh making skills, conflict resolution skills and public

Speaking Skills in carrying out a "real life" project.

9. Demonstrate leaderShiP skills by preparing for, participating

and making presentations at districtwide leaderShip workshops
organized by the leadership groups.

Bp '30
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Results

HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM.

The Austin Council for Tomorrow is a special leadership program for high
school students. Participants in the program develop leadershiP skills
through a hands-on experience. The program is directed by a teacher who
acts as project coordinator, but students are allowed flexibility in the
selection of a project based on an identified problem in the communityii
and the means and ways to reach a resolution. The activities of the
Council are not limited to the school year. The project "housing alter-
natives for the elderly" began in February of 1982. Thirteen students
were selected to participate in the Council from all District high
schools, but only a group of six concluded the project.

Results indicate that the group of six students evaluated obtained an
average of 4.5 or better on a 5 point scale on all the skills evaluated
by the project coordinator except one. The average for group manage-
ment strategies was 3.8 points. Figure B-1 shows the statistics for
each item.

Item N Average SD
Percentage of StudentS
Who Scored L; or Above

1. Leadership rights and
responsibilities

6 5 0 1007

2. Group management
strategies

6 3.8 0.72 667

3. Self-discipline
techniques

6 4.5 0.54 100%

4. Effective group
communication

6 4.5 0.54 100%

5; Decision making 6 5 0 100%

6; Goal setting 6 4.8 0.40 100%

7; Public speaking 6 4.16 0.98 667

8. Research techniques 6 4.66 0.51 100%

FIGURE B-1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS SCORING
4 POINTS OR ABOVE BY ITEM FOR THE AUSTIN COUNCIL FOR
TOMORROW.

B=7

0
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The student objective stated by the Office of Gifted and Talented
Evaluation for the high school level was partially achieved. Program
students met the objectives in six of the eight items evaluated. The
areas in which the stated level was not achieved were group management
strategies and public speaking.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM;

Counselors in charge of implementing the leadership program at the
three participating junior high schools returned campleted evaluation
forms for 27 students; Each of these studencs was evaluated On_nine
items. Figure B-2 shows descriptive statistics of the data analyzed.

PerCentage of Students
Item N Average SD Scoring 4 or Above

1. General leadership 27 4.10 .786 82%

skills

2. Understanding and appli- 27 3.85 .803 70%

cation of several methods
of leadership

3. Communication of ideas 27 3.96 1.10 89%
to others

4; Group management 27 4.03 .838 85%

5; Decision making 27 4;14 ;348 81%

6; Resolution of conflicts 27 3.89 1.06 70%

7; Preparing plans of 27 4.00 .816 78%

action

8; Completion of a 27 4.10 1.06 74%

"real life" project

9; Public speaking 27 4.07 1.08 70%

FIGURE B-2; DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OBTAINED FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM.

The statistics obtained show that the teacher ratings of the leaderShip
students at junior high school average approximately 4 on a
scale of 1 to 5 where 5 is the optimum value.
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After analyzing the data c011ected,_it was foUnd that the objective stated
by the Office of Gifted and Talented Evaluation wa.:; not met. The per-
centage of students scoring 4 or 5 PointS was leSS_than 90% for each_item
as stated in the objective. Judging_from the statistics obtained, the
objectives stated appear to be unrealistic.

This appendix includes three attachments. Attachment B-1 includes the
pamphlet used to announce the Austin Council for Tomorrow Program. It

contains a description of the Project. Attachments B-2 and 13-3 present
the evaluation forms used to evaluate the leadership programs at both
levels, junior and senior high schools.

B-9
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82.41 if COk)jec ives Tye, ta.a ZO?7_

STUDENT NAME:

SCHOOL(g:
SCHOOL:

TEACHER:

ATTACHMENT 13--.2

,SUB ,ACT AREA OR COURSE TITLE: i7,,,,4:c

GRADE LEVEL: 7a k. 5 PROGRAM PLAN

To ihdidate the degree to which objectives have been met, rate on a scale as
fclicws:

5 Mastered
4 Completed

3 Partially completed
2 initiated
I Not Yet Begun

?''

0:77 ..-
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Each membut oS the Zeadv-ship gicoup wia be
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.

I.= id&tti6y and e.,)a.Zu.ate .stAenghts and _wea!2.-

ne,SZe..6 inone4e 6 in ;Legatd to the Zeadet-
hip ,ski... .Eited bleci., and demonztAate

an impAcvement in the weaiznu,se,s.

a.- mdkiAg deci4ims quic!LZy
b.-7. accepting ctitix..L3m

c.- deZagatng :te&pOnSibitity tO oche,,..
d.- be,i,ng abt-e. to ioitesee pAcbZems
e.- 'seeking _ideaz 6.tom_othet6

.

,... x x x

6.- pozzes6ing geed .,ZS-centto.e.
g. - be.Zng a good Ziztenet
h.- ccmrturticg wea with othuus

. i.- pa&su-6-ing zeZi-con6idence
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x x x
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4.- de .one the rutpo6e oS the cAoup and ra,z-t-Z-
c.:rat.Z iA ::ca.e: 3eZaction.
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oje c f ives

STUDENT NAME- TEACHER:

SCHOOL YEAR: SUBJECT AREA OR COURSE TITLE:

SCHOOL: GRADE LEVEL:

ATTACHMENT B-2

PROGRAM PLAN 4-

To indicate the degree t:.; which objectives have been met, rate cn a scale as

follcws:
5 Mastered 3 Partially completed
4 Completed 2 Initiated

1 Not Yet Begun

:,-,
S....
rtl
=

^7 '..2.:

Obje f.i.VeS

E
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4-3
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,-
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5.- zeZect activities that 'LeliZec,t the goaL4
and putroze o6 the g"Loup.

6.- "L2.sove congicts in a ZogicaZ, comszkuctite x
mannet.

7.- demonsAnte pAobZem 4o-EvZno ao 4. , c q
s

by x

utZticing a ,cianning technique 4uch as the
one beZow:

x x x x x

= idenL'i6y ta4k.
- coaect in6o/cmation and cla,s,si6y

- anz 5acts
- con.sidet aZteAnate cOu.2.52.6
- 4eZect cow-,..se (:, action .

de_tvunine and aZZocate "Le4ow2c.ss
- evaZmte outcomes, ritoducts and
peopEe invoZved

8.- apply Zeadeitship 4ki2.L.s, communicon x

4ki.2Z.s, goad 44e.A.-L<J1*.'g ski-as, deci4ion mare'

,sk.222,s, con6Zict tesoZution 4ezi.Z.Z.4 and
rubZic 4peaking Ski e2,6 in caA"Lying out a
"'Lea-Z. Ziie" ryLoject.

9.- demon,st/rate Zeadetship ,sk,a.e,s by tvr.epat,(Ingxxxxx
60-2, pattratrEng in, and making lo'Le4en=
at ions at distaict-wide Zeadv.-.4hip wo"Lk.=

4hop4 o,tganized by the Zeadetship g".,.ouz.

B-12: )
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jecicives/Evarctaiio-n ATTACHHENT B-3

STUDENT NAME:

SCHOOL YEAR: SUBJECT AREA OR COURSE TITLE:The Aus-tin-Counci- Tomorrow

SCXOCL: GRADE LEVEL: PROGRAM PLAN

TEACHER:

To indicate the degree to which objectives have been met rate on a scale as
follows:

5 Mastered_
4 Completed

3 Partially completed
2 Initiated

Not Yet Begun

ct1
7.7.

c0
.1

rl
Oh/ eGfives

C
_C

:11

L

.

.:13=

.
S.

CL.

1-0

Ii

....

..--.

f
**
=
C.1

----,...

eZC

as.
--

"..=

5. .

4

Students in the leadership program.ACT, The X X X ,,

Austin Council for Tomorrow, will.develop
skills in the following areas:

X
1; leadership rights and responsibilities

2; group-management strategies

3; self discipline techniques

4; effective group communication

5; decision making

6; goal setting

7; public speaking

8; research techniques
,-
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GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION

AP P END LX C

WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM
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INSTRUMENT DESCRLPT ION: WORKSHOP EVALUATION PORN.

:he inot=zent:
The Workshop Evaluation Form consists of four components: i) identification of participants
by grade Only and workshop_attetded; 5) seven variables_=easuring various aspects of the
workahop, c) twv open-ehde4d questions concerning valuable points obtained from the_workshop
and an additional question of whether the participants felt the need for additional informa-
tion.

Each of the eight variables that measure various aspects of the workshop is scaled Oh
a seven point scale.

7o whc= was the thstr=ent

To participants of the inservice training on gifted and talented education.

:ow = times was

administered only once per workshop.

The :,:orkshop Evaluation Form was administered as part of the workshoo activities.
The completion of the form was the last activity of the inservice training.

was :ns ina:r-dtent adori=ii:sred?

The inzervice traiaing_was held at th Iarr1oL Hotel. There were twelve workshops
and the for= «as administered at each of one worksnops.

no acminds:szed

The ::orkSnoO 7..al..fation Form Was ad=inistered by the ..:orkshop's presenters.

traininz di: 7-7.? adrnstrators

=de: stchisodioee. tohdizions?

The or administered as las= activity in each or the twelve morksnops. Never,
it 13 unknown if conditions were standard.

77:a lf tn4

tin-known;

deVeldded :he instr=en:7

The instrument was originally developed by the Office of Gifted Education. :t was
reriewed and changed by Office of Research and Evaluation

ca: reliaoill:- ind valtdt7 data ,re aailz.bLe on tne ins:rd=ent:

None.

:.re :here nor= dd:a intern.retinz :ne results?

:No, there are none available.

4,d
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

Purpose

The Workshop Evaluation Form was used to address the following
decision and evaluation questions:

liec-ision-Ques-:tion-D1: What components of the present District
effort, if any, should be modified or deleted? Should any
components be added?

Evaluation Question D178:_ What Staff development have
District teachers received regarding instruction of
gifted students?

Evaluation Question D1=10:
training for teacherS?

Introduction.

HOw valuable was the inservice

Procedures

An inservice training workshop required for 4th; 5th, and 6th grade
teachers of the District was organized and implemented by the offices of
Gifted and Talented Education and Staff Development. The inservice was
attended also by teachers from other grades, principals and assistant
principals on a volunteer basis. The Gifted and Talented Education
inservice training was held at the Marriott Hotel on January 26, 1983.
There were 12 sessions during two sessions, morning and afternoon;
The twelve sessions presented the same ideas; activities and materials.
Each workshop was conducted by two or three teachers of the Gifted and
Talented Office.

The objectives of the inservice as presented in a handout given to parti-
cipants were the following; Each of the participants by the end of the
workshop would be able to: a) define gifted education, b) describe five
training strategies for gifted students, c) list three principles of
differentiating curriculum for gifted students; and d) describe the kinds
of material and human resources available through the AISD Office of
Gifted Education.

The Workshop Evaluation Form.

The Workshop Evaluation Form ( see copy of the instrument in Attachment
0-1) was designed originally by the Office of tho Gifted and Talented
Education of the District. This form was reviewed and modified by the
Office of Research and Evaluation.

C-3
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The instrument developed consists of four components:

a) identification of the grade t-.ught by the respondent and the session
attended.

eight scaled items ranking the following variables:

o clarity in the presentation of the workshop's
objectives

o degree of interest regarding the ideas and activi-
ties presented

o presenter's ability to Communicate

o quality of the materials used

o degree of the difficulty of the content covered

o appropriateness of the pace (timing) of the presenta-
tion

o evaluation of the knowledge gained in the workshop

o an overall ranking of the workshop.

c) yes/no question regarding the need for more information

d) TWO open -ended questions asking for identification of valuable
activities provided by the training and suggestions for improve-
Ment.

Administrat ion.

The evaluftion forri was distributed to the participants of the Gifted and
Talented'' Education inservice training. The completion of the form was
the last activity of the workshop. Participants were asked to leave the
Completed surveys in a box at the exit of each room; The form allowed the
participants to remain anonymous.

After codification, a computer file was created It is stored at the
University of Texas at Austin's Computation Center The data on the
scaled variables and the yes/no questions may be accessed through the
Taurus system under the code name A578 GIBER. The data layout of the
file IS included it_this appendix as Attachment C-2; The open-ended
responses are included in this appendix as Attachment C-5. They are
presented by session.
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Results

Each participant was asked to rate several selected featureS Of the work-
shop on a scale of seven points; From the collected data, mean, Median
and standard deviation were computed for the inservice training ásã
whole and for each individual session; Seven was the selected maximum
pole and one the minimum pole of the scale. There were three_ variables_

(pace; knowledge gained; and content difficulty) for which point_four of

the seven point scale was the optimum value anticipated. FOr all Other

variables; seven was the optimum value; Figure C-1 shows the statistics
for each of the variables for inservice training as a whole. Attachthents

C -3 and C74-/include a frequency distribution for each of the scale values

Obtained fdt the inservice training and for each workshop respectively.

Figure C71 shows that the means of the variables 5, 6, and 7 cluster around

4 (3.97,'4.09, and 4.74) which was the optimum value expected. The total

average for the rest of the variables, which were alloWed to vary from

one to an optimum of seven, cluster around the 5.52 level.

The standard deviation for each variable is also included in Figure C-1.

The values obtained are at or above the 1.25 level. This ShoWS that the

Set of responses was relatively heterogeneous.

VARIABLES N. OF
CASES

MEAN STANDARD
DEVIATION

MEDIAN OPTIMUM
SCORE

1. Objectives 538 5.95 1.37 6.34 7

2. Ideas and 536 5.31 1.37 5.43

ActivitieS

3. Presenter's 532 5.64 1.95 5.83 7

Ability

4. Materials 536 5.62 1.25 5.79 7

5. Content 531 3.97 1.29 3.97

6. Pace 535 4.09 1.23 4.08

7. Knowledge
gained

536 4.74 1.56 4.83

8. Overall 534 5.11 1.52 5.29 7

FIGURE C-1. TOTAL STATISTICS FOR THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON GIFTED AND

TALENTED EDUCATION.

F

4 u
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Op-en--Ended -Responses.

The Evaluation Survey form included two open-ended questions. The pur-
pose of these questions was to identify the aspects of the inservice
Which teachers found most interesting and to ask for suggestions for
itprovement;

The set of responses to the first item was quite varied; In essence,
there was not a-single point or activity that stood clearly as pre-
ferred by the participants; Among the specific points mentioned by the
respondents as valuable were; a) the five teaching strategies, b) some
Of the differentiating curriculum alternatives; and c) the exercise con-
cerning identification of gifted students. The activity where the
Torrance Te$t of Creativity was presented was also mentioned

Among_points identified as needing improvement; two topics were men-
tioned frequently. They were the repetition of activities and ideas
already learned in other inservice training sessions; and the required
nature of the event. The fact that attendance was required might have
influet&ed somewhat the evaluation reponses of those who did not wish
to attend.

Al]. the responses collected are listed in Attachment by session

(1A though 2H).

Finally, participants_ were asked if they felt the need for more informa-
,tion concerning_any of the topics covered in the inservice training; The

,item was not addressed by 225 (41%) of the 540 participants; However, of

the 315 (59% of 540) respondents to the item; 104 (33% of 315) said they
need additional information about the topic. Figure C-2 shows the fre-

quency distribution of the responses to the last item of the Evaluation

Form.

DO YOU NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TOPIC?

1. YES 104 (19%) NO = 211 (39%) BLANKS = 225 (41%)

A1E C-2. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE NEED FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION QUESTION.



82.41 AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT ATTACHMENT C-1
OFFICE OF GIFTED EDUCATION AND OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

EVALUATION FORM.

CIRCLE ONE PLEASE: I teach 4th 5th 6th grade. I attended the

MORNING / AFTERNOON SESSION at SALONAB(DEF

PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER WHICH BEST EXPRESSES YOUR REACTION TO RAi:1:. OF THE
ITEMS BELOW:

1. The workshop objectives were Clearly EVident Poor
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2. Ideas and activities presented were Very Interesting Dull
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

3. Presentor's ability to communicate Excellent Poor

ideas were 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

4. Materials presented were
Well=
Sequenced ConfuSing

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

5. The content of the presentation Too Difficult T Easy

for me was 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6. The pace at Which materials Were Too Fast Too Slow

covered was 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7. The knowledge I gained from the Significant
inservice was 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8. Overall I consider this workshop Excellent Poor
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

WHAT WERE SOME SPECIFIC POINTS THAT WERE VALUABLE TO YOU?:

THIS INSERVICE WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE VALUABLE IF:

DO YOU NEED AliDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TOPIC? 1. YES 2. NO

1/20/83 C/T Inservice for teachers. C -7'
t Ll
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82.41 FILE LAYOUT

LABELED JUNLABELED PAGE 1 OF I

LABEL ID GT T TAPE NO AzAT1 770 BY: Martin Arnrenn

BLOCKS I ZE CHARACTERS DATE CREATED: Janua-rv-1-5-,-8'

RECORD SIZE CHARACTERS SUG ; SCRATCH DATE: Aug 83

DENSITY EN
SEQUENCE

DESCRIPTION The GT1 f contains reco_rd s 0-f
REMARKS

1111,1MILE/MMINI4ONII 1 7410

5stt GI5E1Z
ell

NO ; OF COLUMNS
DATA FORMAT F I ELD NAME I REMARKS32LFQE_L:Qr

3 1 3 Alpha File Tdentif
i

PTT

1 I 4 4 Al hanumeric G ad .- . .. -

1 5 5 Session ---=-Mo in f-t-er
1 6 6 Salon

-1 rn e- --2- -a noon-
1=A; 2=B_; 3=C; 4=D; 5=F; 6; 7=1

1 7 7 Objectives ___ scale_ C . E -.=7_to_ Ponr_=I

1 8 8 IdeaP., & Activities c-ale V_;T;.=7 to Dull =1
1 9 , Presenter Sc - =- ..
1- 1-1) -i Cl u Materials Scale TALS= 7 to Conflicing=
1 11 IL If Content Crnle Well cerinenred=7 rn

t-I Too easy=1

1 12 19 t, Pace Scale Too fa s t=7 to too slow---1
13 -13 u Kno-wledig-e-ga-in-ed Sc al-e-S--i-stri-f-i-r-m-ut-=7-t-

negiigibie=I

4 1.
IV -ffirp-r--A-1-1 Srale _Exce_1.1 en t =7 _to_ Poo r =

1 15 15
I

u Need more info. YES=1 N0 =2

---

I

1 C -8

7
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RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

ATTACHMENT C-3
Page 1 of 2

1. The workshop objectives were

Clearly Rviciny 7 = 251 (46.6%)
6 = 114 (21.2%) MEAN: 5.95
5 = 100 (18.5%) MEDIAN: 6.34

4 52 ( 9.6%) S.D.: 1.24
3 . 12 ( 2.2%)

2 = 7 ( 1.3%) BLANKS: 2

Poor 1 = 2 ( 0.4%)
N: 538

2. The ideas and activities presented were

Very Interesting 7 = 121 (22.5%)
6 = 138 (25;7%) MEAN: 5.31

5 = 149 (27;79%) MEDIAN: 5.43

4 = 75 (13.99%) S.D.: 1.37

3 = 34 ( 6.34%)
2 = 12 ( 2.23%) BLANKS: 4

Dull 1 7 ( 1.30%)
N: 536

Presentor's ability to communicate ideas were

Excellent 7 = 166 (31,20%)

6 = 152 (28.57%) MEN: 5.64

5 = 113 (21.24%) MEDIAN: 5.83

4 = 71 (13.34%) S.D.: 1.25
3 . 24 ( 4.51%)

2 = 4 ( 0.75%) BLANKS: 8

Poor 1 = 2 ( 0.37%)

4. Materials presented were

N: 532

Well-Sequenced 7 =165 (30.7 %)
6 =147 (27.3 %) MEAN: 5.62

5 =- 121 (22.5 %) MEDIAN: 5.79

4 = 75 (13.9 %) S.D.: 1.25

3 . 22 ( 4.09%)

2 = 5 ( 0.93%) BLANKS: 3

Confusing 1 = 2 ( 0.37%)

N :537

5. The content of the presentation for me was

Too Difficult 7 = 27 ( 5.08%)

6 = 32 ( 6.02%) MEAN: 3:97
5 = 66 (12.42%) MEDIAN: 3.97

4 = 269 (50.65%) S.D.: 1.29

3 = 74 (13.93%)
2 - 38 ( 7.15%) BLANKS: 9

Too Easy 1 . 25 ( 4.70%)

C-9 N: 531
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ATTACHMENT C-3
Page 2 of 2

6. The pace at which materials were covered was

Too Fast 7 = 23 ( 4.29%)
6 = 34 ( 6.35%) MEAN: 4.09
5 = 92 (17.19%) MEDIAN: 4.08

4 = 281 (52.52%) S.D.: 1.23
3 . 56 (10.46%)

2 = 25 ( 4.67%) LANKS: 5

Too Slow . 24 ( 4.48%)

N:935

7. The knowledaa I gained from the inservice was

Significant 7 = 77 (14.36%)
6 = 108 (20.14%) MEAN: 4.74
5 = 124 (23.13%) MEDIAN: 4.83
4 = 125 (23.32%) S.D.: 1.56
3 . 50 ( 9.32%)

2 = 34 ( 6.34%) BLANKS: 4

Negligible i = 18 ( 3.35%)

8. Overall; I consider this workshop

N:536

Excellent 7 = 113 (21.16%)

6 = 131 (24.53%) MEAN: 5.11
5 = 113 (12.167) MEDIAN: 5.29

4 = 104 (19.47%) S.D.: 1.52
3 = 37 ( 6.92%)
2 = 23 ( 4.30%) BLANKS: 6

Poor 1
= 13 ( 2.4 %)

N:534

9. NEED:

DO you need AdditiOnal information about the topic?

1. Yes 104 (19.22%)
2. No 211 (39.00%)

Blanks 225 (41.58%)
Total 541 (99.80%)



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-4
Page 1 of 4=

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF EACH ITEM BY WORKSHOP

ITEM. 1: OBJECTIVES

SHIFT-SALON N BLANKS MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV

1 A 46 0 6.63 6.78 .65

1 - B 41 0 5.46 5.60 1.59

1 - C 45 0 5.64 5.75 1.13

1 - F 46 0 5.98 6.12 1.02 TOTALS

38 1 6.32 6.39 .87 MEAN : 5.95
MEDIAN : 6.34

52 0 5.98 6.34 1.18 STD DEV: 1.24
N : 538

9 - A 52 0 5.46 5.70 1.56 BLANKS : 2

9 - 3 35 0 5.63 5.94 1.39

- , 38 0 5.37 5.93 1.09

492 5.63 5.87 1.32

- G 43 0 6.02 6.52 1.19

H 51 0 5.47 5.75 1.57

ITEM 2: IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES

1 - A 46 0 6.04 6.43 1.36

I - B 41 0 4:92 4.95 1.50

- C 45 0 5.18 5.24 1.15

- r 45 1 5.33 5.31 1.11
TOTALS:

1 - G 52 0 5.23 5.14 1.18
MEAN : 5.31

1 - H 37 1 5.76 5.80 1.01 MEDIAN : 5.43
STD DEV: 1.37

2 A 52 0 4.76 5.06 1.79 N : 536
BLANKS : 4

B 35 0 4.54 4.56 1.57

2 - C 38 0 5.40 5.50 1.30

2 - F 49 2 5.16 5:27 1.24

2 - 0 45 0 5.31 5.34 1.01

2 - H 51 0 4.77 5.07 1.31



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-4
Page 2 of 4

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF EACH ITEM BY WORKSHOP

ITEM 3: PRESENTERS

SHIFT-SALCN N BLANKS MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV

1 = A 46 0 6.54 6.80 .91

1 = 8 41 0 5.05 5.04 1.47

1 = C 45 0 5.26 5.30 1.16

1 .. 7 46 0 5.65 5.84 1.05
TOTALS:

1 = G 51 1 5.41 5.40 1.13
MEAN :5.64

1 - H 38 0 6.34 6.63 .94 MEDIAN :5.83
STD DEV:1.25

1
.. - A

-.
3i 1

c ql5.52, 5.75 1.39 N :532
BLANKS : 8

2 - 3 35 0 4.74 4.85 1.33

= C 37 1 5.86 6.10 1.18

2 _ F 48 3 5.35 5.35 1.13

- G 44 1 5.47 5.63 1.17

2 - H 51 1 5.52 3.73 1.';0

'Tar 4: MATMIALS

N BLANKS MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV

- A 46 0 6.40 6.68 .93

1 - 3 40 1 5.60 5.83 1.31

e 43 0 5.51 5.46 1.21

1 - F 46 0 5.74 5.79 1.04
TOTALS:

1 - G 51 1 5.60 5.76 1.16
MEAN : 5.62

1 - H 38 0 5.71 5.77 1.08 MEDIAN : 5.79
STD DEV: 1.25

? - A 52 0 5.35 5.57 1.44 N : 537

BLANKS : 3

, - 3 35 0 5.11 5.31 1.38

2 - C 38 0 5.71 5.83 1.16

2 - F 50 1 5.12 5.00 1.15

2 = G 45 J 5.31 5.72 1.49

H 51 0 5.33 5.54 1.45

C-CO
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82.41 Page 3 of 4

OUMMARY STATISTICS OF EACH ITEM BY WORKSHOP

ITEM 5: CONTENT

SHIFT-SALON N BLANKS MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV

45 1 4.11 4.05 1.02

- B 40 1 3.65 3.84 1.23

- C 44 1 3.71 3.72 1.30

- E 44 2 3.75 3.83 1.14
TOTALS

G 52 0 3.84 3.89 1.21
MEAN :3.97

- H 38 0 4.31 4.10 1.36 MEDIAN :3.97
STD DEV:1.29

- X 51 1 3.56 3.81 1.48 N :531

BLANKS : 9

- 33 2 3.60 3.70 1.47

C 38 0 4.15 4.06 1.38

_ P 50 1 4.46 4.23 1.43

- G 45 0 4.20 4.14 1.08

- H 50 1 3.56 3.80 1.50

ITEM 6: PACE N BLANKS MEAN MEDLIN STD DEV

1 - ;s 46 0

1 - 3 41 0

1 - C 44 r

F 45 1

= G 52 0

1 - H 38 0

2 - A 51 1

2 - B 34 1

- C 38 0

2 - r 50 1

- c 45 0

2 - H 50 1

4.24

3.80

3.77

4.11

4.40

4.52

3.63

3.50

3.95

3.95

4.00

3.64

4.11

3.96

3.79

4.13

4.33

4.18

3.85

3.65

3.89

3.89

4.06

3.87

.74

1.20

1.37

1.00

1.25

1;15

1.48

1.37

1.47

1.47

1.02

1.49

TOTALS:

MEAN :

MEDIAN :
STD DEV:
N :

BLANKS :

4.09
4.08
1.23
535

5

C.111 0
i..- ;

, 4
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Page 4 of 4

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF EACH ITEM BY WORKSHOP

7"17'1 7: KNOWLEDGE

SHIFT-SALON N BLANKS MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV

1 - 46 0 5.69 6.00 1.36

- 41 0 4.04 4.20 1.59

45 0 4.68 4.75 1.29

1 - F 46 0 4.78 4.78 1.26
TOTALS:

1 - G 52 0 4.71 4.61 1.57
MEAN :4.74

1 - g 38 0 5.50 5.50 1.15 MEDIAN :4.83
STD DEV:1.56

2 - A 51 1 4.03 4.15 1.84 N :536
BLANKS :4

2 - B 35 0 3.97 3.71 1.75

2 - C 38 0 4.95 4.84 1.59

2 - F 49 2 4.65 4.65 1.49

2 - G 44 1 4.52 4.71 1.42

2 - H 50 1 4.06 4.20 1.85

77. OVERALL N BLANKS MEN MEDIAN STD DEV

1 = A 46 0 6.02 6.42 1.32

1 = B 40 1 4.50 4.70 1.69

1 = C 45 0 5.06 5.15 1.30

7-
.

r 45 1 5.20 5.29 1.12

TOTALS:
1 - G 49 3 ., 4.98 4.92 1.31

MEAN :5.11

38 0 5.76 5.83 1.19 MEDIAN :5.29

2 A 52 4.52 4.75 1.87
:STD DEV :1.52

:534
BLANKS :6

2 - 3 35 0 4.34 4.13 1.73

- C 33 0 5.18 5.33 1.39

50 1 4.88 4.92 1.45

45 0 4.75 4.97 1.41

2 51 0 4.52 4.79 1.89

C=14 P., -



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 1A
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "I had been given booklet used at beginning of session with applications
and a list of ideas used in content; ?rocess; and product activity;"

2. "More time were spent presenting examples of the techniques in action
and a little shorter period allowed for each group task."

3; "We had more time;"

4; "There was more time to more adequately delve into specific activities
Ind needs;"

5; "More was presented; less participation;'

6; "I have had many many of the ideas before in other workshops."

7. "We would be given the lists of process, content and product to put
together in our classroom."

8; "We had more time;"

9; "You would have given more classroom situations."

10; "You could present a handout for our ur: 7:s with gifted activities listed
on it."

11; "More time to savor the content;"

12. "We had more time for Aea sharing among teachers.



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section lA
Page 1 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE_INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN=ENDED RESPONSE

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Ideas for changing content, process, product."

2. "I like having ideas for individual classroom -- not a class of gifted!"

3. "How to differentiate curriculum for gifted learner."

4. "I like being bragged on!!"

5. "The 'wait' strategy and curriculum definition as being composed of three
elements which can be focus of differentiation individually as well as
in union."

6. "Skilled children do not have to fit "smart" student stereotype."

7; "Use of teaching strategies and Bloom's Taxonomy."

"The ideas. The reminder to plan for these students as well as you plan
for the slow learner."

9; "Enjoyed 'it!"

10. "Your ideas can be used with a whole class -- not just gifted. Valuable
for everyone!"

11. " Kaplan's plan was a new model for me (refresher)."

U.; "The kinds of questions to use. The content, process and product."

13. "Ideas that I can use in my own classroom.'

14. "Five teaching strategies"

15. "The idea of changing content, process & product to meet needs of gifted
students."

16; "Kaplan's patterns; worth.; p.13"

17. "Learning some of the changes I can make in my presentation o

18. "Some new ideas."

19; "Learning about high level and le Level questioning;"

20. "Process; content; product"

21. "Brainstorming and area of creativity thinking."

C-16
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section lA
Page 2 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
GPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

22. "Personalities who were presenters were terrific."

23. "The case studies"

24; "Circles"

25; "Circle drawings were great!"

26. "All of them."

27; "Differentiate curriculum."

28. "Mainly a reminder to take the time to give to, plan for, laak for
my gifted students and' use the resources available."

29. "Booklet was great! High level questioning;"

30; "Material was presented humorously. Material was well_ presented."

31. "New strategies -- sharing in groups -- exchanging."

32. "Excellent ideas -- stimulating activities -- concise handouts."

33. "Review of high level questioning; Kaplan's patterns."

34. "The idea sharing that is valuable to the regular classroom"

35. "Questioning strategies"



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5

Section IB
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1; "I got lots of new ideas I can use in my (-1.s."

2; "The poetry -- question construction."

3; "Brainstorming -- sharing at table -- interaction."

4. "Questioning techniques."

5; "Ideas from other teachers."

6; "Teaching suggestions"

7; "Going over five strategies for gf.fted children."

8. "Rebus some of my students will enjoy this activity."

9; "Bloom's taxonomy."

10; "Sample of Bloom's taxonomy."

11. "Not to hold the child or give more work just because he is talented."

12. "The ideas to use with students."

13. "Booklet With activities to 1.18,. in the classroom."

14. "Waiting time."



82.41 ATTACFMENT C-5
Section 18
Fage 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

ThiS inSerVice would have been more valuable if:

1. "I could have_chosen a specific area related to my needs in working
With gifted."

2. "The heat had been turned off."

3. "The last area -- content; process and product -- would have been
helpful to have listings of these too."

4. "Less brainstorming -- more direct information."

5. "It was too hot in this room."

6; "The room temperature would have not been so high."

7; "The room was too hot."

8; "It had been more comfortable -- TOO HOT."

9; "The room had been cooler and if the material had been newer. Most
workshops rehash the same stuff."

10. "Cray the gifted teachers attended. I value my time and would like
to see workshops which are more applicable to the regular classroom
teacher."

11. "Time was permitted."

12. "Grade level ideas could have been r-esented."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5

SeCtion 1C.
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPENENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Mingling with others."

2; "Torrance Creativity Test"

3; "How to identify the gifted."

4; "Brainstorming"

5; "Brainstorming suggestions"

6; "Goal setting; Kaplan's patterns;"

7; "I enjoyed the creative test -- "Circles" and KapIan's plan;"

8. "Teaching strategies; ideas"

9: "Last half"

10. "Activities to use in the classroom."

11. "Famous failures;"

12. "Participation within group."

13. "Sharing teachers' ideas."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C=5
Section 1C
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPENENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "No change."

2; "So much good information was not given in such a short -time."

3. ."I had received some concrete things to use in my classroom."

4; "Much of this we have had in previous workshoi)s and classeS."

5; "More moremenc"

6. "It had something to do with low achievers."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
SeCtion 1F
Page 1 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

. "Fewer people in room. Group participation. Great location and parking."

2 "Creativity ideas to show my students."

3. "BraihStOrMing as a_learning strategy. Continuing to emphasize higher
level questioning."

4. "I enjoyed the group participation. Not too many visual aids, but
enough to help understanding."

5. "Being creative."

6. "How to identify a gifted learner."

"Defining gifted and talented. Choosing the three candidates."

8. "Creativity testing. Brainstorming."

9. "Ve7y good - participation activities.

10. "Sequencing of materials"

11. "Brainstorming -- wait."

12. "Participation, group activities."

13. "The pamphlet. Torrence test/scoring. Rebus. This was a very nice
overview."

14. "R,-fiew of questioning.

15. "Questioning"

16. "Good examples. Group activities."

17. "Activities to do with children."

18. "Five teaching strategies"

19. "Brainstorming and key words on the taxonomy."

20. "Information on personalities"

21. "Identification of gifted students."

22. "The opportunity to brainstorm."
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Section 1F
Page 2 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

23. "BrainStorming sessions and activities;"

24. "All"
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Settion 1F_
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "Participants would have had more handt on activities."

2; "Very crowded -- I didn't like that."

3; "More ideas were offered between the groups."

4; "Two topics for the morning session."

5; "We had a little More time."

6; "Needs to move fatter -= was too tloW. Need to relate specific ideas."

7; "We needed coffee!!"

8; "You provided more 'hOW to't';"

9; "I wouldn't have already attended a very similar one, twice."

10; "More had been said about the ttudentt Whd are "marginal" gifted."

11. "Directions to activities were more specifit."

12. "More audience input from experiences."

13. "I had not had the material previously. The presenters were very good,
however."

14. "I had or was work in with g:.1!7ed children."

15. "I had in my C: ass."

16. "It was fine."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5

Section 1G
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Learning concrete ways to integrate gifted child's needs into everY=
day classroom environment."

2. "Everything was of value."

3. "Some ways in which I can start tnmediately to accomodate the gifted
children in my room."

4. "Discussion in identifying the gifted student."

5. "To recognize that gifted and talented isn't necessarily
Child in class."

6. "E-kcellent workshop deign to prepare teachers for clan:

7. "Lower /higher level questioning."

8. "Circle test (Torrance's). Questioning,"

9. "Waiting period. Ways to brainstorm and levels of questions."

10. "Simulation bleinStorming. Everything was e::cellent. Thank you;

It was great! Very good."

11. "The booklet is great -- will provide lots of memory ticklers!"

12. "Inforbatiot on Gifted was very well presented and practical. It gave

me some specific ideas to use with children."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 1G
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN -ENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "Identify characteristics of gifted more clearly and how to make a
referral once identified."

2. "More on hands materials to take back to the classroom."

3. More hand out materials on the transparencies."

4. "It should halie been Optional. It was very irrelevant for many of
us who are faced with loW achieverS."

5. "I taught in a classroom.'

6; "Not so crowded when we were asked to find related cards and had to
leave our table."

7. "Very well planned and organized."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Settion 1H
Page 1 of 2

EVALUATION OF TUE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1, "Trying the Torrance Creativity test and scoring it."

2. "Questioning strategies."

3. "Questioning strategies; higher level thinking."

4. "Ways to recognize gifted and talented."

5. "The handout. The information that this office of General Education
is doing."

6. "Review of cognitive/affective domain"

7. "The green book was helpful -- activities varied and enough interaction
to prevent boredom."

8. "Questioning strategies."

9. "The work book. I want to study it more."

10. "Bloom'S question Starters."

11. "Very well organized."

12. "I liked not haling to_read handouts. I liked the empty pages in the
green booklet (..J. which to write notes."

13. "The Green Boo'.'. succinct and very useful."

14. "All information presented was valuable."

15. "I liked the fOrmat of the presentation, i.e. booklet idea."

16. "BlOom's taxonomy, affective domain; Kaplan'S patterns; Torrance
creativity test."

17. "Brainstorming btings much of value to any subject."

18. "The use of key phrases in developing higher level questioning was
excellent."

19. "Activities involving us were intereStin

20. "Ideas of various activities to use."

21. "Question strategies"
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Section IH
Page 2 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

What were some specific pOinta that were valuable to you?

22. "Some teaching strategics."

23. "Process card product card and content and variances."

24. "Ideas presented 'loth during group discussion and formal presentation."

25. "Ideas for higher level students."
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5

Section IH
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

I. "They would have alternated breaks so all rooms wouldn't have been .1.1t
at the same time. Also acoustics were poor - loud speakers in the
next room with nurses' workshop; Also could hear adjoining salon."

2; "The topic would have been new to me."

3; "We could have spent more time on identification of gifted children."

4; "There had been more room to move about."

J "Too much repeat information from other workshops."

6. "I had been to it before so it wasn't anything new."

7; "Were related to how you could possibly accomodate lesson to 26 pupils."

8; "Coffee and comfortable temperature"

9 "I've now done first activity three times. I hadn t already been to
Other inservices on gifted."

10. "Material used had been presented at an earlier inservice (identifying
gifted atudetta);'

11 "I hadn't already had a number of courses in the area and experience;"

12 "I enjoyed it."

13. "We had more time to analyze;"

14. "Not too cold at times."

15. "Divided into two sessions."

16. "Helped more with ideas for a "defined" gifted child."
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2A
Page 1 of I

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPENENDED RESPONSES

This inSetvite would have been Mere valuable if

1. "More definite Strateia8 and programs to use with talented and gifted
individuals."

"Some type of feedba,f:: loop were established to correct/reinforce
strategies present,e."

3. "Smaller group -- tune,"

4. "More informaticr ab r s -ed had been presented at ne beginning,
such as chAractri:_''oS of _drrent day gifted -- proam8 going on
and planned in Aus

5. "More space"

6. "Attendance waL 11d."

7. "It could have been longer."

8. "Divide into groups -- thos'= whc are G/T ceachers and thoSe who have
never taught G/T."

9. "Please -- level your grouping so all teachers aren't assumed tc be
at the same level of learning."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2B
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON GIT EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Content and process and product."

2; "The activities shared"

3; "I learned everythI'mg presented in graduate school!"

4. "I liked the case histories."

5; "Kit available from gifted office."

6. "Booklet -- succinct information that can easily be utilized in any
setting with all children."

7. "Wait tine, creativity test circles, brainstormizg."

8. "I can use the Rebus."

9. "High level questioning"

10. "ntpl-aft"

11. "Teacher strategies are ideas to improve my job."

12. "High level questioning"

13. "NOne;"

14. "No7e -- I have had all of this before in other workshops."

15. "I realized that the Torrance Test isn't very conclusive to creativity
and logical ability."



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2B
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more Valuable if:

1; "A new teacher -- refreshments!!"

"Less theory, more itacticum."

3; "I wanted new information!"

4; "More specifics were given."

5. "Objectives would have been clearly stated before each activity. Ideas
have been presented in many other workshops."

6. "I alretauy know much of the information covered -- it was too repetitive."

7. "It cn-cred d topic *-'at related to education."

8. "Designed r.. classroom teachers and administrators."

9. "There had been refreshments."

10. "The temperature of room was too high."

11. "It met my needs as a teacher."

12. "tv:e were not treated as children and asked to participate."

12. "It could be applied to our students.

14. "It would have been More specific -- choose a subject area and concen-
trate on it."



82.-1 ATTACHMENTC+5
SeCtion 2C
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Good presenters"

2; "Refreshing ideas that I know and want to remember to use."

3. "Letting us_ participate inthe_activiries was most helpful. The
booklet will be used to plan future activities. The agenda and
pacing were excellent. Evident that much planning occurred.
Thank ybu."

4. "Being more aware of myself as teacher towards the pupils' response
to anything."

5. "Kaplan's pattern was new."

F. ";:corint, rircle test. Methods for identifying."

7. "Rebus. _Inter:iction with other people attending session. Enjoyed
Poetry."

E. "Tbe five teachIng strategies, fluency testing; and about the diffi-
culty if identing gifted students."

9. "Different ways of using the material."

10. "Rebus, Torrance Creativity test circles, pleasant atmosphere displayed
by the speakers."

11. "Good ideas, easy going."

12. "During Kaplan's Pattern, I would have liked a ditto of the Content,
Process, Product list to give us an idea on paper."

13. "Objectives clear."

14. "Every phase was valuable; however; I wish we had been given copies of
all the ideas presented by our presentors."
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Settion 2C_
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERvICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

ThiS inservice would haVe been more valuable if:

1. "Grade level curriculum would have been considered and definite content/
process/product ideas presented. We pretty much know the theory, but
need definite ideas to help the very able students feel challenged in
Math, Spelling, Reading, etc. (other than a report in the library.)
I guess I'm not as creative as I'd like to be in .this area."

2. "It wasn't a package deal and presenters had used their creativity."

3. "It had been on 1-3rd chapter I level! We teach slow learners."

4. "I hadn't had 13 years of teaching gifted kids with many other in-
services with greater depth."

5. "Gail Tucker-Mills had done all of the presentations"

6. "Ail participants could have Terry Masters as leader;"

"Geared toward primary -- post sign on door indicating "Intermediate
session."

8. "It was in a larger room."

9; "It would have been in the morning."

10. "I had been given a kit with all the content - process - product cards
to take home."

"More definite activities to do with gifted students in class."
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Section 2F
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "The presenters clearly knew their material; The teaching strategies
were useful."

2; "Important - relevant"

3. "Illustrations of activities for gifted students."

4. "The circle tests!"

5. "Knowing there is an office one can contact for further assistance."

6. "Scale - difficulty /skill"

7. "Learning about the gifted child."

v. "Selection of gifted."

9. "The little booklet was a good idea -- a permanent reminder of the
in service."

10. "Booklet with activities to help find Gifted."

11. "SMAll group work having to have to give feedback in front of all --
having to have to participate."
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2F
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPENENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "Less crowded (not your fault). Tie teaching strategies to content;
give examples. Emphasize more how to reach g/t kids through the
strategies given a content, i.e. a science unit."

2; "Microphone".

3. "I had anything to do with G/T students ; d other than my opinion."

4. "Held in a larger room."

"Less information and more specific areas -- not everything at once."

6. "The group had been smaller."

7. "There were more time and more practical examples."

8. "Planning and organizing materials for gifted, LEP, ESOL, Resource,
hearing problem and 6 reading levels in one room."

9. "More room."

10. "It was more directly related to how the teachers can do this in their
classes."

11. "We had more time to ask questions and listen to responses. Group was
too noisy."

12. "Less persons in room -- more time for presentations."
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82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2G
Page 1 of 2

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN --ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Kaplan's patterns and brainStorming

2. "Brainstorming uses"

3. "Inspiration"

4. "Poems"

5. "I like the idea of letting children participate more in their
education."

6. "Content -- process -- product"

7; "T,=_aching strategies. Brainstorming 'ideas."

8. "-Tt seemed from responses to activities most skills already being
utilized in classroom. Time could have been better spent working
in classrooms."

9. "The last "game" (content, process, etc.) can be used in my class-
room."

10; "Case histories and identification that children who have ProblemS
still can succeed."

11; " Kaplan's patterns; questioning"

12; "The 12.st of creative people."

13. "I liked the creativity tests; the ideas on brainstorming and the
last activity which could be used in the room on content/process/
product. We needed something like this!!"

14; "Review. 2 new approaches."

15; "Problem of identifYog;"

16. "The definition of a gifted and talented student."

17; "Brainstorming ideas"

18; "The presenters were well prepared."

19. "The workshop was well organized and planned. The presenters did a
good job."
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Secr. 2G
Page 7, of 2

EVALUATION OF THE MINSERVICE TRAINING ON GA. E0tCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

What were some stecific points that were valuable to you?

20. "How to identify a Gifted child."

21. "I realize u. Inservice was the_way it was_not because of the pre-
senters --_I'm sure they were given very little room to do what
they wanted to do. But I am upset that_our district spent so much
money renting this place when it could be used in a more productive
way."

22. "Identifying the gifted children."

23. "Reminder that all children need to learn to think creatively."

24. "The ideas presented on identifying gifted children and resources
available."

25. "Torrance criteria."

26. "All was good."

27. "Kaplans, content + process + product."
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Section 2G
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE ENSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more valuable if

1. "It has covered things I didn't already know."

2. "I had not already learned this material in college."

3. "Teachers could have selected content."

4. "The AISD process for entry into the program would have been discussed."

5. "Objectives had been given more importance."

6; "We really had noisy groups and attention was often difficult."

7; "Ideas to reach the creative in arts. Seems most still geared to
academics."

8. "I felt the workshop was boring and of little value to me."

9. "Listen to someone speak at length about gifted students:"

10. "Sometime have a _class_ in how to write/ask differentiated questioning
strategies! Real need for most teachers."

11 "R;epeat_ed other workshops. Acquainted us with AISD 's present gifted
programs -- there is lots of confusion/resentment"

12. 'More applicable to my level students and age level students."

13. "Material presented had been more relevant to my needs and the needs
of my students."

14; "I had not been to so many of same subject with similar ideas."

15. "If it had been faster paced." -



82.41 ATTACHMENT C-5
Section 2H
Page 1 nr 1

EVALUATION OF THE INSERVICE TRAINING ON G/T EDUCATION
OPEN=ENDED RESPONSES

What were some specific points that were valuable to you?

1. "Ka dan's pattern;-"

2. "Specific suggestions for activities to do with students."

3. "Questioning procedures"

4. "Too much in too short period."

5. "Teaching about questioning."

6. "Ideas to use in the classroom."

7. "Teaching suggestions."
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Section 2H
Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION OF THE IN3ERVICE TRAINING ON G T EDUCATION
OPEN=ENDED RESPONSES

This inservice would have been more valuable if:

1. "We wouldn't have had tie excessive noise level next door, etc.!!!"

2. "Not so much noise next door."

3. "Want to see Independent Study Kit!"

4. "I had not had a similar Region XIII summer workshop for two days
about 5 years ago and other after school workshops."
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I

Instrument Description: Teacher Survey

3rte? descriocion :E the tnstru=ent:

A computer-generated questionnaire; .&unique assorrnenc of about 15 questions par
teacher :mm an item pool of 102 it...as. There were specific items for some programs
and the remaining questions were randomly assigned.

To wnc= was the inst-inent adr.inisteCeC.

All Migrant 2rogram teachers, all teachers whO did not receive Teadher Surveys last
year ;axcept randoo 50Z samples from Crockett and Martin who all received surveys
last year); and a 50Z random sample of all new teachers.

tat., was the that-: =en: dttinisteren?

ance; with one reminder notice.

...a the instrunPect ad=iniscered?

Tnicial nailing was February 16, 198:, with a reminder sent on ".area 2, 1983 The
closing dace for dare processing was April 5, 1983.

was the instr=en: adninistered?

To :he teachers in their schools.

ono aco..Th:.stere,' the tnStrunenc7

Self-ad =iniscered.

V:13: :73 : e-v-e7

..as :he 1nstrten: n

:1/A.

;ers :here orobLens with the thst7%nent or :tat 7:127.

az:act the va..-.:v o?

7.:nknown.

:v:eloced 1ns:r%tlent7

The 3".-. of Research and Evaluation.

Mac anC va 'ter '/ Caza 272 avai.ao,.e ln :he :7.3.7.7,.:7.tr.1!

None.

-nere 1077: :=7 1nterhrttInz :he rcs_lto?

Some L:ers are :onoarabLe to itans :ron previous surveys.



INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION! TEA TEACHER SURVEY

Brief Description of the instrument:
Juzi ey consisted of 15 ices :-.red several aspects of the Gifted and

TalentedFrc.-ram, including a) the . training or teachers and support
personnel oti_=opics of glIceil and tat ccd education, b) parent-c!acher con-
ferences, and C) perceived differences by the teacher in the comparison between
program students and others. Teachers were asked to show_their 1,:steeitent or..
disagre=ent with a series of 15 statements by c.'-rcI ing either- Or "NO."

To w!lrim was the instrument administered?

Teachers of Gifted and Talented Programs in grades 5, 7, and 9.

How many times wan the instrument administered?
Once.

When was the mserumant idmir.istered?

Surveys were sent April 15, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered-

The InstrLanent was mailed to target teachers.

wh ,.:! administered the instrument?
Yhe Cru.ment -as self - administered.

what trainins did :he administratcrs have?

Not ap21icable.

Was the instrument administered under standardized nondItions7
No, although instructions were the same co everyone.

Were there p r:,b e m with the instrument or the administration that
might af'ec: the vaiidity of the data?
Unknown.

Who developed the instrument'
Teccos Education Ager.cy.

What reliability and validity data ars available on the inttrmient7
!:one.

Are there norm data evade hie for nterpre.ting `.re. results?
there are not.
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Teacher Survey

Purpose

Two instruments were used during the 1982-83 school year to gather in-
formation from teachers; They were the following:

o Distr ctwide Teacher Survey,

o and TEA Teacher Survey;

The purpose of the surveys was to address the fall ,Ding decision uld

research questions:

Deision_Question Dl: What components of the present District
effort; if any; should be modified or deleted? Should any cora=

ponent be added?

Evaluation Question D1-2: How are the Gifted and Talented
programs different from the regular classes (non-gifted)?

EVPluation Question D1-1: What are the Gifted and Talented
program's characteristics and unique features?

Evaluation Question D1 -9: What staff development have
teachers of the gifted received regarding instruction of
gifted students?

Procedures

TEA TEACHER- SURVE-Y;

The survey designed by TEA consisted of 15 :te.TrIs that covered several

aSpectS of the Gifted and Talented Program; including a) the inservice
training of teachers and support personnel on tc.pics of gifted and
talented education, b) parent -- teacher conferences; and c) perceived
differenCeS by the teacher in the comparison between gifted students
and non - gifted.

Teachers were asked to show their agreement or disagreement with a series

of 15 Statements by circling either "YES" or "NO"; The only identifica:-
tion that teachers were asked to provide was Ceir grade and number of
?ars teaching gifted and talented programs;

ORE added three items to the TEA survey; These items, which were also part
of the District tide Teacher Survey; followed the same format used by TEA
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and dealt with the differences between regular classes and g= d and
talented programs. Furthermore, an open-ended question was ed re-
questing opinions and suggestions from teachers on how to imT ve the
District's Gifted and Talented program overall.

A copy of the _nstrument is included in this appendix as Attac.:ment D-2.

The TEA survey was sent to 61 teachers in grades 5, 7, and 9 why were in
charge of a Gifted and Talented Program.

To avoid duplication, teachers of the giftz_d who were in the teacher
Districtwide survey sample received a copy of the TEA survey WhiCh did
not include the tnree additional District items. A letter was sent to
teachers along with the TEA survey explaining distribtion procedures.
It is included in this appendix as Attachment D-1.

DISTRICTWEDE TEACHER SURVEY.

Multiple unique forms of "Questions for Teacher!,;' were generated on the
District's IBM computer; The total item pool ii:%sisted of 102 items.
The sample was taken from the personnel/teacher file in the following
steps:

I. Include an teachers excluded in 1982.

include 50% of all teachers with location codes for Crockett
High School and Martin Junior 1-igh School ( all were sampled
Last year);

3. Include all teachers IistLc :rticipating in Chapter 1
Migrant:

4. Exclude elementary teachers who had already received re-
tention -,T;urveys.

The total sa::121e was 1614 teachers.

Attachment Q-2 shows how questions were assigned to teachers. Form
length varied from 12 to 16 items. Attachment Q-3 of the Systemwide
Evaluation (Report No. 82.55) shows how many surveys were assigned
each item;

The questions related to Gifted and Talented Education included in the
Systemwide Survey will be presented below, within the results section.
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Results

TEA TEACHER SURVEY.

The survey provided by TEA fcr the evaluation of the District's Gifted
and Talented Program was sent to 61 teachers in grades 5; 7; and 9.
Results of this survey were tabulated by the Office of Research and
Evaluation. Twenty-nine completed surveys were returned. The propor-
tion of teachers responding by grade was as foIl'pws:

Grade 5 = 52% (15) Grade 7 = 14% (4) Grade 9 = 24% (7)
Unknown grade = 10% (3) Total = 29 Return rate = 47.5% (29/61)

According to the data collected; teachers of the gifted programs who re-
turned the completed survey have been teaching'Oifted/Talented Programs
for an average of 2.2 years.

A summary report of the statistics obtained for each item is presented in
attachment D-2. Tabulations of the TEA Teachers Survey data indicate:

A majority of teachers (58%) meet with parents to present
the programs and e:q)lain goals at the beginning of the
school year; but few have follow-up meetings during the
rest of the year to keep parents informed.

o The majority of the respondents (82% or more for each of
the items 10 through 16) find the program to be beneficial
to the students enrolled.

--nty-fivepercentofthe participating teachers would
to teach their Gifted and Talented courses again naxt

The District added to TEA's teacher survey items on three additonaI topics.
The first one deals with the 'services offered by teachers to gifted and
talented students. It was learned that the majority of the respondents
(38%) serve the needs of the gifted and talented students by providing a
special activity for gifted students in regular classes. The second most
popular activity was ,0 sponsor independent study projects. The data ob-
tained on this topic is shown in Figure D-1;.

D-6
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A. I serve the educational needs of gifted/talented StudentS by:

YeS NO

16. Teaching students who have been advanced one grade. 13 14

17. Providing a special activity for gifted/talented
students in regular classes. 9 11

18. Sponsoring special programs approved by the District's
Giftd/Talented Officr. 17 1

19. Sponsoring leadership projects. 8 10

20; Sno:_oring independent study projects. 13 5

21. Group:Ig gifted/talented students within group for
instruction; 9 7

FILL`-=E 0-1; SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS.

Teachers were also asked about the
Gifted ana Talented Programs. It

spondents (88%) used materials di
and special textbooks to teach gir_
shows the data obtained for thiJ

Tonal materials used in their
-hat the majority of the re
m those for regular clasSeS

1 talented studel.ts. Figure D=2

R. I use the following with gifted/ralented students:
Yes No

22. Materials different from those for regular classes 17 2

23. Special textbooks and/or books 15 5

24. Materials from the District's Gifted and Talented
Office 8

25. Materials from a special curriculum desigT.A for
gifted/talented students 14 5

FIGURE D-2. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS USED IN GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAMS.

Finally; two its were added to document whether teachers had received
inservice training on topics related to Gifted and Talented Education.
These items were added to supplement Appendix C since the inserVice train
ing evaluated in that appendix was required only for teachers of third

D-7
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fourth; a:1_, and tefs_survey was sent to fifth; seventh and
ninth grade ,r, r4z.s fc,ur:d that about half (56%) of the re-7

spondents Le Lrainicm, related to Gifu,.-cl and Talented

Education. Them o !.e . Leacher,,z, 1, 14 Who responded to the last
item who said they beC-f-ied b-om the -inSatvL_=! training received:

Teachers_were asked 17--i Mare Opinions and suggest ways to improvn_the
District's program. 1:.e suggesticns given referred to varied tOtica
and no single theme %vas predominant._ All the responses given are re-
corded in Attachment D-3. In general;_the_suggestiOns refer to allow-
ing teachers to provide input for the forthcoming reorganization of
the Program, expanding staff and giving more support to the Gifted and
Talented Program, among other- recommendations.

DISTRICTWIDE TEACHER SURVEY.

The Districtwide Teacher Survey included the following items:

57. If you teach a special class for gifted StudentS, please indi-
cate which of the following techniques you use:

N=115
1. 79% Use more advanced materials
2: 45% Move more rapidly through the curriculum
3. 64% Give more independent assignments
4, 33% Assign more writing
5. 34% Assign outside readings
6; 39% Have more class discussions
7; 31% Ask more discussion questions on tests
8. 29% Other (Specify):

58. In your opinion; why don't more teachers implement activitie'
gifted students? Please check all that are appropriate.

N=573
1. 59% Lack of funds and resources at the school
2; 24% Lack of personal interest
3. 41% Lack of recompense for teachers
4. 49% Lack of training in the area
5; 21% Lack of support by the distl:ict
6._ 34% Other (Specify):

59. Please indicate the two areas in which you would be most interested
in teaching a gifted/talented class.

N=256
Rank

1; 2 Math S. 5 PerfOrMil AttS

2; 1 Language Arts 9. 4 Computer Literacy
1. 3 Social Studies 10. 13 Interdisciplinary_Classes
4; 8 Science 11. 14 Future PrOblem SolVing
5. 6 Foreign Language 12. 10 High-Level Thinking

6. _11 Music 13. 9 Leader-shit) SkillS

7. 7 Art 14. 12 Psychomotor (P.E.)

D-8 IL)
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u0. Please check the topics for inservice training which you wculd
like to attend

67

1; 22% Identification procedures for gifted/talented students
2. 32% Activities for gifted/tlaented students
3; 21% Differentiating curriculum for gifted/taIented students
4; 43% How to teach high-level thinking
5; 45% Meeting the needs of gifted/taIented students in the

regular classroom
6; 22% None

Questions 57 and 58 had an "Other" alternative, and respondents were asked
to elaborate; A11 the responses given for each question are recorded in
Attachments D-4 and D-5; respectively.

Responses to item 58 indicate that teachers of gifted students use a
combination of techniques; Although 79% of the respondents said they
use more advanced materials; all other items received relatively high
percentages as well; for example, "independent assignments" was selected
by 64% of che respondents;

A majority (59%) indicated the reason whi, more teachers do not implement
gifted and talented programs is due to lack of funds and resources at
the school. Another declared reason is lack of training (49%).

The preferred topic for inservice training (45% of the teachers respond-
ing to item 60) was "meeting the needs of gifted and talented students
in :Le regular classroom." The next most rreferred topic was "how to
teach high-level thinking," selected by 43% of the respondents.
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AUSTIN._ INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

Office of Resear'eh and Evaluation

April 13; 1983

TO: Teachers of Gifted and Talented Programs in
Grades 3, 7, and 9

FROM: Martin Arocena

SUBJECT: Teache-- Trent, and Student Surveys

ATTACHMENT D -1

Enclosed please apples of three surveys designed by the Texas Education
Agency (TEA) fog letion by all teachers, students and their parents partic-
ipating in a gift and talented program in grades 5; 7, and 9. The results of
the questionnaire Will be tabulated and included in the required annual report
to TEA.

The cooperation of all students, parents, and teachers involved is requested
since compliance with the terms of the grant will optimize the District's chanc-
es of receiving State grantS for the local Gifted and Talented Program in the
future.

Please ask students to take the questionnaire home to their parents and return
the completed ores to you AS soon as possible. PleaSe return all completed sur-
veys by FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1983, through campus mail to:

Martin Arocena
Office of Research and Evaluation
Administration Building

A prompt completion of this task will be greatly appreciated: If you have any
questions please call me at 438-1228.

Thanks.

APPROVED. /7/Lc-e41... 4-0442:41 D=D-.
Director, Office of Re earch a d Evaluation

/ (/ 1' /
APPROVED: 7-7.7/ ? ' _ -

Assistant Superintendent for Elementary Education

cc: Hermelinda Rodriguez
Gifted And Talented Office

.A: 1g
Enclosure D-10
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v INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

131.'ide of Research and Evaluation

G:FTED/TALENTED TEACH ER-EVALUATION
OF THE GIFTEP/TALENTED PROGRAM

Dear Teacher;

ATTACHHEW:D-2
Page 1 of 2

We are evaluating the gifted/talented prog,am c:)ihion on the following
items. Please answer the following questions as J:'.esti . , vou can and return the
form to: ?!,,rtin Arocena, Office of Research and EvaluatilA: Please feel free to
offer additional comments on the back of this form.

Grade Level (circle appropriate srade): 5-15 7=4 9-7 0-3

Number of years teaching in tho giftedit]lentzd program: 0-4; 2=7; 4-.3; 1=8; 3=5; 5-2

1. The objectives of this program build on the regular school
curricultm

2. The entire staff for the grade levels served b-/ the crogram
received staff developme,t on tharacteristics and identifi-
cation of gifted/talented students:

-

I volunteered to 'teach in the gifted program or was selected
to teach in it after I had expressed a positive i. ::arest.

I received staff deVelb?iaent trashing befdre I began teach=
ing in the program.

5. Support staff personnel such as _librarians and counselors
have received training in gifted educatiOn:

I freauent; work with support staff personnel in develop-
ment of the program.

7: I have conducted or participated in a meeting to eXplaid
the program to parents.

3. :_have had planned conferences with parents of individual
students since the start of the school year,

9. Parents contact me concerning this program more than they
have in other programs r have taught.

11.

12.

13.

14-

15.

Yes No Katlic

27 --2- 0

14 12

27 1 1

-1-2- A4- -0-

ID 12 ,

12 14 3

-2-.:.:

179 3

7 20 ,
..._:_-_

Generally, there is a positive differedde ih the Studetitt'
Ability to solve probelms. 25-

Generally; there is a positive difference in the students'
ability to research information correctly 24

Generally, there is a positive difference in the : .0 ents'
ability to demonstrate critical thinking skills. 25

%,enerally, there is a positive difference in the Studehtt'
ability to plan and organize time and information. -4-

Generally; the self-concept of most students in the program
gas improved: 27

I would like to te_ch.shis course again next year. 22

(over-
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Page 2 of 2

I serve the educational needs of gifted/talented students by:
Yes No

*15. Teaching students who have been advanced one grade.

17. Providing a Specia activity for gifted/talented students

_LL

in regular classes.

13. Sponsoring special_programs approved by the District's

.11

Sifted /talented office. 17

19; Sponsorig leadership orojects. 8 10

20. Sponsoring independent study projects. 13- 5_

21: Grouping_gifted/talented students within a group for

instruction:

I use the following with gifted/talented students: Yes No

22. Naterials different from th,,i for regular classes 2

23. Special textbooks and/or boo,t 15 5

24. Materials from the Distries Gifted and Talented Office II 8

25. Materials from a special :1,iculum designed for gifted/

talented students
15 5

25. I received INSERVICE TR:* related to gifted/talented

students' needs and and/or how to teach them. 9- ---7-

27: I think I benefited from ...ne inservice training received: 11 3

The District is considering p major- revision /reorganization of the District gifted/

talentd prpgram. Co vo 'vie any ideas or suggestions on how to ennance this pro-

gram? Please share them with us.

* I. 16 :::rough 27 t:are developed by ORE.

1 2
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Page 1 of 2

GIFTED/TALENTED TEACHER EVALUATION OF THE GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM.

The District is considering a major revision/reorganization of the
DiStrict gifted /talented program. Do you have any ideas or suggestions
on how to enhance this program?

"More information given_out trom the gifted_office about their program_
to get more help from the teachers and staff. I have enjoyed work with
the gifted staff Wit'l r.t II-16Y are LOpS!"

"There seem, 7e a i.Lterest_in the formation of ar_honors Geometry
program at - fah. Ther e exists an_hOnors_program in Advanced
Algebza. The students surveyed were in regular first year Algebra and
Will be_a part of MU Alpha Theta next year. I think it would be bene-
ficidl_both to the students and to the educational process if at all
possible."

"I am sponsor _of Mu Alpha Theta_ which is conducted outside of regular
class time. Therefore, it has _been diffiedlt to maintain cOMmUnication
between students) teachers, and parents. I would like to see a Math
Team class being offered as an elective cour. ."

"There needs tO_be more AISD_approval, support and integration into
regular_ curriculum, which I believe. is taking place gradually.
`Gifted/Talented' seems to be a term used in a situation that seems

.t0_be more fitted as 'enrichment' . The truly gifte .iy Still be

left. out becaUSe of testing and behavioral problems.
I'm_retiring CIL-. year, but my journalism program as really en-

riched my laSt as a librarian in AILD. Please continue to
enlarge and support such programs. Thank you for my experience with
the Program."

"I feel that teaching in a gifted/talented program is one_ of the most
valuable services I have ever provided. I. hope that teacher input will
be a part of any considered rev$,-,-- r ha-Ve heard that a curricu-

iS being_considered. I hop would_be made for utiliZation
Of individual teacher expertise i would not be a 'canned'
program. The use_of a release 1:-.> - been a bOon to me and the

f,:culty. I onSider it a _Le _se of fUndS."

"Expand stafx. Utilize input from existing staff."

"YeS, but suggestions are just that without real consider nn given to
them:

1. Gifted Science programs ShOUld be given first priolity in
in this District.

2. Teachers of_the gifted ShoUld be allbWed_to_giVe input in
major aecisions that will affect them and their programs,

3. Teachers _of gifted programs should be given Mu're training
by qualified consultants.

D -13
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ATTACHMENT D-3
Page 2 of 2

4. Staffing for gifted programs should and needs to be increased -
no teachers, no classes!

5. Parents should be included in the decision-making piocess -
it's their children we are teaching."

"Provide training for teachers! Realize the difference between gifted
and honors programs. Give gifted same emphasis and support as re-
source and athletic programs."

"Provide materials for-teachers to get ideas from in subject level.
Provide G/T magazines to individual schools - not Gifted Office.
Provide at least one conference for each teacher to attend for ideas.
Provide time for.teacher to write units for G/T students. When this
is added to other duties, the work task is almost overwhelming
Provide an opportunity for G/T teachers to share units with other G/T
teachers and do the printing for them to use in sharing session.
Came and visit our' classes and see for yourself what we are doing:
Prior notice will help us to have materials ready so your time will
not be wasted."

"Our program was organized as a voluntary club; not a class. We
started the year with members, including several 9th graders. Un-
fortunately the 9th graders did not complete Science Fair projects.
One in particular participated in activities, library trips, and a
field trip. He talked to a physicist at UT and made a good beginning,
but he did not complete the project. The other 9th graders came to
several activities, but never even began an independent study. I

would not recommend this type of organization for 9th graders, at least
based on our experiences. The older students seemed to work much better
and completed projects."

"The selection process bothers me. I haven't hit upon a solution; but
I'm working on it. I have an average of 25 students in class and
usually there are 8-10 who should not be there But the school insists
that I have 25-30 students to. make the class."

"More money should be available to place a teacher at least one half
day, everyday, in every school to meet needs of gifted students."

D-14
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ATTACHMENT D-4

QUESTION 57. IF YOU TEACH A SPECIAL CLASS FOR GIFTED STUDENTS, PLEASE
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES YOU USE:

"many oral performances."

"Unfortunately, the only gifted students I have (in my film production
class) are not considered gifted by others. . .1 disagree."

"Assignments that incorporate advanced materials, outside readings,
writing and class discussions."

"Have more involved activities planned."

"Longer assignments."

"Use independent contr -cts."

"More actual experiences (by students) similar to those studied."

"Cover topics not mentioned in curriculum - higher level thinking and
geometry-spatial relationships:"

"Had to cancel.- administration did not want to keep 'gifted and talented'
and just dumped all levels."

"Ask questions at a higher level."

"Special projects and demonstrations."

"Special assignments - music."

"Study trips used to enhance subject."

"Visits to museum with exhibit we are studying."

"Trips."

"Have more class discussion questioning techniques used

"More creative projects; students evaluate each other's work."

"More long-term, multi-discipline assignmentS."
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Page 1 of 6

-QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPINION; WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS?

"Lack of time necessary." (115 respondents gave this answer)

"I'm not faMiliar enough to know vtly."_

"Swamped by mundane tasks."

"Too many other 'needs' to meet."

"Lack of knowledge."

"Philosophical difficulties with the Gifted- Talented concept."

"Class sizes too large; advanced materials

"No real selection process for gifted."

"Lack of support at base school."

"There are too few gifted students to Warrant it."

"Red tape makes it discouraging to try."

"Not enough knowledge regarding what to offer them."

"Lack of organizational Structure for it."

"Some teachers don't work with that type of Student."

"Lack of training."

"Lack of interest in Certain school."

"Too much time out of school to organize and plan."

"Laziness."

"Moat teachers are not aware of the many different kinds of programs
_available that could be implemented in their schools. Also teachers
who. are interested have no idea of how to begin or any guidance once
they get started."

"Lack of flexibility (need to allow small classes)."

"Lack of materials and teacher manpower (i.e., gifted specialist or
classroom aide)."

D-16
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ATTACHMENT D-5
Page 2 ,of 6

QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPINION, WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS? 1

"Excellent at Small schools - we have no money."

"Laflk of gifted StuderinS."

"Lack of teachers."

"Classroom behavior and too many low students in classroom.

"Perhaps the overwhelming fact that the 'Gifted' kids are outnumbered
makes it very hard for_us to put a .lot of extra effort into their
nurture and education."

t?"

"Need to reduce student/teacher ratio"

"We have very little need for gifted programs. We need help with:
underachievers."

"Restriction on racial quotas"

"Should give, money to teachers - like a coach."

"Understaffed,"

"Other perceived priorities, such as the basic curriculum."

"No overall program. If a child transfers, he or she would probably not
have a similar program."

"I think they do in every classroom."

"Lack of knowledge of procedures."

"Class loads of 30+ students hinder implementation."

"Easier to plan one set of activities than to vary according to abilities."

"Lack of helpers."

"Too many students and not enough time."

"Teachers can only do so much."

ResponsibiIities.to remaining students."

"Mixed levels of students in classes."

D-17 0
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QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPINION, WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS?

"We're expected to try to do too many things for too many different
people; i.e., (1) individual differences, (2) resource, (3) bilingual
or ESL; (4) G/T; (5) SCE."

"Lack of candidates."

"It's another form of neglecting the slow learner and minority children
who have special needs."

"Lack of personal gratification."

"In my area we don't get gifted students. Also, all students should be
encouraged to use their skills, imagination, etc'. no matter what their
level."

"Eccessive emphasis placed on the 'academically gifted' only."

"Lack of enough students (class of 5 causes overloading in other areaS)"

"Some of the elementary programs don't help and many hinder students."

"InSufficient number Of truly gifted students."

"PUOil to- teacher ratio - classes are too large."

"Lack of human resources.

"Class loads too high."

"Not enough special programs for gifted."

"LaCk of structure"

"Lack of paid planning time

"Too many problem kids; too many below level; too many required demands.

"There is not enough time to make 3 sets of plans (gifted, average, below
grade level) for 8 subjects each day. I already make 2 sets of plans for
most areas and 3 for some!"

"Too many discipline problems; classes too large."

"Grouning problems - too many levels as it is."

D-18
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QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPTNION; WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS?

"Low students need extra help too"

"We are much too busy trying to help those who are very low."

"Scheduling problems for teachers

"Not enough hap.

"Lack of appropriate testing
qualified personnel."

and students."

to ,determine such,

"There are only a few gifted classes

"Lack of support by Principal."

"Teachers are too buy bringing loW students

"My kids dOn't qualify."

administered by

grouped situation."

"Lack of designation of such
le"'

"TOo many hassles."

students ."

up to level."

"Teachers are worn down too much by ridiculouS
left for important things'."

buY work -_no energy

"Main concern is teaching those who are behind."

"Paper work - with low expectations for approval."

"In mathematics, the course
provides adequately for the

"We do in scienc e and math.'

selection at the high school level -
gifted ."

"Grading system not weighted.

"No prepared units /materials."

"Too much paper work. Good teachers can provide for gifted in classroom."

"Too much book knowledge; not enough real experience:"

"Gifted not identified."

"Lack of knowledge of G&T. Lack of good direction from district We
neet a set program if possible. It takes all of our time just to plan
and keep up with the regular classroom!"

1
D=19
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QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPINION, WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS?

"Too much paperwork ."

"It is extra work - teachers don't feel efforts are recognized."

"Too many low achievers in classroom to allocate enough time

"The district needs to address the issue of 'gifted' teachers teaching
gifted students and consider more preparation time and compensation. We
need to change the title 'gifted and talented' and redefine."

"Required paperwork to receive funds."

"Don't have class of.G/T's."

"Regular student load"

"Too many average/below average to consider."

"Guidelines for admission are too stringent."

"I honestly believe it's due to teachers' already busy schedules and
efforts to reach underachievers."

"I strongly feel trained, educated specialized teachers only should
instruct, not the regular classroom teacher - if:'s an added burden
me -wise to an already way overdemanding amount of work;"

"Review of programs should be done by those familiar with the capabili-
ties of students involved in program ;"

"Teacher load saturation - more than 1 school - no time in schedule
because of class load."

"Too busy with paperwork"

"It would take away time.needed for all students."

"Because we have too many not considered gifted!"

"Too much on teachers already."

"Double responsibilities - 2 classes to plan and prepare for regular
and -gifted
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QUESTION 58. IN YOUR OPINION, WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT
ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED STUDENTS?

"LaCk of support people; subs aren't even _available for field trips.
Class'sizes are not adjusted downward."

"Lack of physical energy."

"Too much red tape and surveys!"

D -21
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82.41 Instrument _DescriOtionl_ _AdMinistrator SUrvey
Sri-act-Cescristizn of :he instrcment:

.The_"Quescions_for Administrators" survey included 62 questionS.; SoMe questions on this
annual 'survey were also included on the "Questions fdi TeaChere survey to allow compari7

-sons-,others were asked only of administrators. The survey wasxomputerieserated during
1982-83..-for che first time,_with_adminiscrators asked only about topics applicable to
chem._ InformaCion related to accreditation; staff development, retention, discipline,
bus monitorsi_achievement, insurance, AdmihiStracor evaluation, Projecc PASS, school
resources, gifted /talented programs, and counselors was collected.

:o whom was the instr%mtent administered?

.%11-District _administrators were surveyed (N..315). Administrators received only questions
which applied to them. The number of cities cioti received varied from 10 questions for
some central administrators to 33 questioni"for some elementary school administrators.

Env manv times was the-instrument 3 1-n1s-tared?

Once. Surveys were first sent out February 14 with a reminder sent February 23.

Z.Thet-vas the 4.ms-tn.:me:it ad=inistered?

February 14; 1983 With a reminder survey February 28.

Through the school mail.to administrators' building addresses;

N1.1-e-r &=in:is-er-d-rhe -instrument?

SeIf-adminiscered.

,..nst-trainic2 did the administrators .e?

1,:a5 the instr=enr administer c s -or"--"ts'

Nb; although instructions were the same to everyone.

th-er-e-otems wirh the in :r a="=^'
:re alidit-r of _re zara?

None that are known;

deVelct-ed-th4-matrzner,r?

District Priorities' evaluator finalized questions submitted bY'Orzice of "esea,cn and
and othqr AISD Starr._

Cats are avai_ab_e :n the ins:rune:tr.?

None.

t-Crt 'n2=cr-ecinz the -itu'-s7

Responses for some A4stions are available from last year's survey. Some item responses
can be compared to those of teachers cn their survey;

E-2
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Administratot Survey

Purpose

The "Questions for Administrators"survey was designed to.cOlIeciz.informa-
tion on issues of importance districtwide. This years survey, included
questions on accreditation; staff development, health insurance, adtiniStrat=

evaldation, Project PASS; Scho41 resources; Gifted and Tal$hted_pto=
grams, and counselors. Questions on a Variety Oprojects anctttopicS are
included in an effort to cut down on the-total number of surveys issued.

The purpose of the Gifted and Talented questions was to addreSSthe
followihg decision and evaluation questions:

Decision 'Questions -71:,. What components of the preSent_DiSttitt
efforts,: .if any Should be .modified or deleted? Should auy coM=
ponent be added?

Evaluation Question D1-1: What are the Gifted and Talented,
Program's characteristibs and unique features?

Evaluation tion-D1-2: How are the Gifted and Talented ti

Programs different from the regular classes (non - gifted)'?

Procedures

Instrdment.

Staff of the Office of Research'and Evaluation and other central Ad-_
ministrators were asked if they had any questions for central or school
administrators and/or teachers in Fan/1982., A District evaluator and
evaluation assistant worked individual y with those submitting the
-questions to finalize the questiansAnd samples. A final draft of the
survey was produced in January 1983 and distributed to OREand other key
administrative staff for review. Some minor changeS were again made.
The final survey included 62 questions; of these, nine questions addressed
Gifted and Talented topics. These questions are included in Attachment
E-1. "

This year's survey included over twice as many_queStiOnS as laSt year's.
It was computer-generated this year, and administrators answered only
questions applicable to them. Some questions applied to All Administrators;
these were answered by all 'centrz.1 and a random sample of half the eler
mentary and secondary principals. Other questions that applied only to ele=
mentary and secondary school administrators were randomly assigned hale to
one group of principals and half to another. Finally, some project-
specific questions were given to all applicable administratorS. One of
the' Gifted and Talented Program's questions (No. 69),was Sent to All

E-3
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sampled. There. were 79 'administrators from 'secondary; and 74 from
elementary. Half of the administrators at both the elementary anal
.secondary leveld were sent the other eight questions.

'."Results

. "

Results of the Gifted and Talented questions,are shown in Attachment E-1.
Only one-third of the school administrators said all gifted and talented
students at their---school were currently being served. Lack of funds or
interested teachers for these programs, were the top reasons mentioned for
not serving everYone. - Schools reported serving students who were served
rgost often by ability grouOing, individualized instruction, and extra
assignments. Several questions dealt with priorities for the program.
School administrators valued,"gifted" (academic) programs more than
" talented" (artistic) programs, with top priorities, in language arts,
math, and science. When foraed to chobse, administrators said Gifted and
Talented programs were most important at the intermediate (grades 4 - 6)
level. Over half (54%) of the administrators believed every classroom
teacher should provide special activities for gifted and talented students.
The best time for gifted and talented classed is durng the regular class-

,

time in the sate subiect..

Question Nos. 53, 54, 55, 56, and 57 were multiple-choice questions, but
they included an "other" alternative.". Responses given to these items_
are recorded in Attachment Nos. E-2, E-3, E-4, E-5, and E-6, respectively.

The Gifted and Talented question which was sent to all the ?school adminis-
trators sampled was an open-ended question requesting ideas and suggestions
on bow to enhance the District's C'fted and Talented programs. All' the.

ideds and/or suggestions received are recorded" in Attachment-H-7. There
were 29 administrators who responded. These responses varied greatly in
content. However, there

0
is one quotation that summarizes most of the

. m
comments:

"Inservice-training, personnel, and additional funds; more
standardization across the District."
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52. Are alI the gifted /talented students in your school currently
served by a special program? N=122

YES NO

32.0% 68.0%

53: HoW has your school -served gifted/talented students this year?

(Check all that apply) N=62

TOTAL
RANK POINTS

1 ; 54 Grouped by ability ,

2 39 IndividualizecFinsttUction
'7 9 Provided a mentor
3 29 Gave extra assignments
6 13 Promoted to next grade
4 17 Accelerated to next grade fdt some classes only

5 14 Other (Specify): (See-Attachment"E-2)-

54. In your opinion; which areas should have gifted programs in the

Schools: Pick your top three choices, rating your highest priority

as "1." N=52

TOTAL
RANK POINTS

1 77 Language Arts
2 -70 Math
8 9 Social Studies

3 47 Science
8 . 9 Art
12 2 Drama
11 3 Music
6 15 Leadership
12 2 Psychomotor (PhySical Education)
10 5 Foreign Languages
4 29 Computer Literacy
8 9 Interdisciplinary Classes
5 19 Future Problems SolVing
7

11

13

3

High-Level Thinking
A_ AttachmentOther (Specify): (See ttachment E-31

55. Please check the reasons why some gifted/talented Students are not

served in your school. (Check all that apply). N=56

RANK
TOTAL
POINTS

1 30 ; Lack of funds to implement a program
4 .17 Identification guidelines are inadequate
2 24 Lack of teachers interested in planning and

teaching_ a G/T class

13 Concentration of resources in other programs

3 I have chosen not to hold G/T programs in this school

19 Not all G1T students were identified
10 Other: (See Attachment E-4)
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Special activities for gifted/talented students should be provided-
by (check one) N=56

53.6% EVery classroom teacher
21.4% Teachers who have received in -depth G/T training only
10.7% Any interested teacher
8.9% . One or two teachers per grade level
5.4% Other (specify)-: (See Attachment E-5)

57. When is the best time to have gifted/talented classes?
N=60

13.3% Before/after school
83.3% During regular classes in the

during regular math, talented
class)

3.3% Gifted programs in the basics
in "non-basics" (e.g., gifted

(Pick one)

same subject (gifted math
music during regular music

during regular classes
math during art class)

58. At which level do you think it is most important to have gifted/
talented. programs? (Pick one) N=54

Primary Intermediate
11.1% 55.6%

Junior High
11.1%---

Senior High
22.2%

59. Which type of program do you think is most important? (Pick one)
N=58

87.9% Gified (Academic)

E -6

12.1% Talented (Artistic)
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES TO QUESTION NO. 53

.

ATTACHMENT E -2

HOW HAS YOUR SCHOOL SERVED GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS THIS YEAR?

"Enrichment activities within regular classroom to stress high level
thinking skills."

"Enrichment classes."

"Enriched activities."

"Meeting needs in classrooms."

"G /T Office provided Kay Johnson to work with two teachers."

"SPeCial programs."

"Special computer program; art program;"

"Teacher working with them as a-selected group."

"We have Gifted teacher."

"Special programs - computer, math, leadership, art; music; etc."

"Independent study."

"Higher Level Thinking classes."

"Special music for top 8% - 2nd and 3rd."

"Field trips and resources."

"Classes at U.T.; leadership opportunities."

E=7
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES TO QUESTION NO. 54

IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH AREAS SHOULD HAVE GIFTED PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS?

"Gifted Underachievers (see Whitmore, 'Giftedness, Conflict &
Underachievement')"
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES TO QUESTION NO. 55

ATTACHMENT E -4

PLEASE CHECK THE REASONS WHY SOME GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS ARE: NOT
SERVED IN YOUR SCHOOL.

"No clearly identified philosophy in this area; Concern about students
being 'singled out' or developing an elitist attitude. Extra stress on
student with several demanding classes is also a problem."

"Size (Enrollments)"

"Lack of teachers with time to do it."

"I think children should be served in classroom according to need."

"Emphasis on basics must come first."

"We are_presentIy going:through a re- organization and change f focus
period."

"Number 3 is the main reason." ( Lack-of interested teachers.)

"Only 8%'couId be served according to guidelines."

"I feel all children have potential that deserves development - not
just one group."

"Staff/scheduIing"'.

"Some students wish to take easier classes."

"Not enough teachers to allow extra programs - special classes."

E -9
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES TO QUESTION NO. 56

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY:

"Teachers who have received training to teach GiT students. Teachers who
feel this is an important need."

"Every classroom teacher who is interested, who has received training,
and who has met exit criteria of training program."

"Itinerant teacher."

"Additional classroom teachers are needed."

"Individualized instruction."
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OPEN=ENDED RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO 57

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO HAVE GIFTED/TALENTED CLASSES

"Depends on the number of students to research. Usually better during
the school day When affected by dese:gregation."
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60;

ATTACHMENT E-7
Page 2 of 3

"Provide release teachers to buildings, so interested teacher could
have time."

"Inservice training, personnel, and additional funds. More standardiza-
tion across the District."

"It should fit every school. It is the opposite of Sp.Ed. continuum.
The curriculum should be differentiated and teachers trained. It's
imp. the wider the range but in every grade."

"Identification by G/T office. Program plan paperwork greatly reduced."

"Let principal-have a right to hire a well-qualified teacher for each
grade level - bright, interested and dedicated. Pay Iler."

"Give the same training to ell_AISD teachers on how to provide for
gifted students in their classes. Give each elementary school a
flat amount to use as appropriate to their particular population. Set
basic criteria that must be met by school to be eligible."

"Clear indications and guidelines that.prevent 'status' behavior in
parents and students."

"Our school is small (280 students). Our facilities are also inadequate.
For us to do a quality_job with a G/T program we need: 1. a replacement
facility, 2. more teachers and students on each grade level, 3. mandatory
programs in each school."

"Provide staffing support for sections that draw leSS than 20 Student8
in a section."

"Get better coordinators for secondary."

"Let's not forget the students in the middle; We tend to provide for
those at the top and bottom and forget the middle majority."

"I believe that G/T students should be accomplished through a combine-
tion of acceleration ofstudent'promotion and by expanding curriculum
choices "upward to include higher, level study."

"Provide identification factors for assignment of studentE :o such
classes - reading.scores, step grades, teacher recammendat ete."

"Define gifted and talented. Set up standards-for entry."

"Change the namel I feel some negative personality traits are develop-
ing within some students labeled as G/T."

E-13
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60. DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS AND/OR SU@GESTIONS ON HOW TO ENHANCE THE
DISTRICT'S GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM?

"Develop a district-wide plan to coordinate the program K-12, after
developing a working definition of what G/T means in AIM.
Specify the criteria for choosing G/T students.
Provide staff develOpment to teachers who will be responsible for

teaching G/T students; and counselors and administrators.
Provide support through additional resources to support the program

if it is implemented."

"1. Install a program for Gifted Underachievers as in Cupertind, Calif.
(see Whitmore; 'Gifted; Conflict: and Underachievement'). Consider a
'needs based' program forgifted underachievers, i.e., rather than get
hung up on labeIslet'r meet obvious student needs.

_ 2. Train a cadre of teachers, a couple at each grade level at each
school, who will receive and provide learning opportunities for gifted
kids."

"Better teacher awareness as to who is G/T."

"Definite guidelines;_policieaand directions need to be provided, _along
with enough to make it believable. We also need stronger leadership and
some continuity. It is a problem when a child can be gifted in one
school and not another."

"Find out more about their family roots and encourage creativity =_
especially with minority students who have not had the academic gift
of training."

"We really need additional persons to have a gifted and talented program."

"Staff Development for all teacherS. Topic: How to meet the needs of
the G/T in regular classroom -during t'he school a-a:v."

"Any program is only as good as the teacher. We design programs
utilizing certain teachers. When that teacher leaves (moves, dies, etc.),
the program - folds."

"Train teachers to make G/T a regular part of the classroom."

"Stop calling it Gifted & Talented and insist that each teacher, and
all schools provide something special to meet the needs of all children."

"One gifted teacher on each campus that wants the program."
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60.

"Involve community resources ,more and utilize 'Gifted - Talented' PTA
resources."

"An increased number of mentors in business, industry, government, etc.,
and generally more involvement by business and industry.
A person on each campus to arrange enrichment experiences for a select

number of students in a number/variety of situations. He/she should
have no other responsibilities except to see that quality experiences
are placed with identified G/T student.
Money for each local campus to pravide special materials for special

projects."

"A good program needs a teacher space and when your efforts are directed
toward the low level classes - heavy percentage - then it makes scheduling
difficult. Also, all teachers need to be aware that more of the same
isn't necessarily better. These students need experience that is high
level, but also must be able to do what others do.-
G/T isn't in one area, and, therefore, to develop one over another will

leave good kids out
To explore individualized instruction for junior-high school, needing

a teacher who has time to guide tudents. A teacher who has five classes
is a very fatigued teacher."
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PARENT SURVEY
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Instfument Description:. Parent Evaluation of the Gifted And Talented Program.

INSTEMItENT DESCRIPTION:

Brief Description of the instrument:
The survey designed by TEA consists of 18 items. The first two asked parents to
identify the grade of thefr student and how long that student has been enrolled in
the gifted and talented program. The other items were statements regarding various
aspects of the District's program. Parents were asked to indicate whether they
agreed by seteettrig a "yes" or "no" alternative. TWO its which followed the
format were added by the District. Finally, the District also added an openended
question asking for suggestions to improve the program.
To whom was the instrument administered?
To parents of students in fifth, seventh, and ninth grade enrolled in gifted and
talented programs.

How many times was the instrument administered?
Only once.

When was the instrument administered?
The surveys were sent on April 13, L983.

Where was the instrument administered?
Parents completed the survey at home.

Who administered the instrument?
The instrument is selfadministered.

What training did the administrators have?
aot applicable.

Was the instrument administered under standardized cOnditions?
No.

Were there problems with the instrument or; the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?
Yes. The following problems were identified: a) the need for a third alternative
to indicate no ;niowledge about the item, and b) it four has two parts. Some
parents tieeded two sets cif responses to answer appropriately to the two components
of the statement.

Who developed the instrument?
The survey was designed by TEA.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?
:lone.

(-Are there norm data ayailable for interpreting the results?
go, there are no norm data available.

F-2
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'TEA PARENT SURVEY

Purpose

A parent survey was conducted to address the following decision and re-
search questions:

Decision Question Dl: What components of the present District
effokt,_if any_should be modified or deleted? Should any com-
Ponent be added?

Evaluation Question D1-12: How were parents involved in'
Gifted /Talented. rograms?

Evaluation Question D1-13: What do parents like but the
program?.

Evaluation Question D1-14: What problems have they identi-
fied?

Procedures

-

The parent survey provided by TEA for the evaluation of the Gifted and
Talented Program was sent to 504 parents of gifted and talented students
enrolled in grades five, seven, and nine. A cover letter (see Attach-
ment F-1) accompanied the survey asking parents for their cooperation
in completing the survey and for a prompt return. Parents were asked
to return the survey through their children to the teacher in charge of
the Gifted and Talented Program, who in turn'sert the surveys to the
Office of Research and Evaluation for tabulation and analysis.

The survey, designed by TEA, consisted of 18 items. The first two asked
parents to identify the gradeof their student and how long that student
had been enrolled in the Gifted and Talented Program. The other items
were statements regarding various aspects of the District's program.
Parents were asked to indicate whether they,agreed by selecting a "Yes"
or "No" alternative. Two items which followed the format were added by -

the District. Finally, the District also added an open-ended question
asking for suggestions to improve the program.

There were no apparent problems in the distribution ald collection of
the surveys. However, parents had problems answering some of the items,
as is indicated by the responses in non-prescribed places and comments
in the margins. The most prevalent problems include the following:

the need for a third alternative to indicate no,knowledge
about the items,

FL3
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b) item 4,of the survey has two parts; Some parents'needed
two sets of responsee,to answer appropriately to the two
components of the stateMent;

The District added to the survey three items to address
_local interest; Two of these items followed the format of the survey
and the third,called.for a written response. The three items added
were the following:

o This year; 1 attended parent activities related to problems,
Needs and/or programs of the Gifted and Tannted.studenta.

o l benefited from the parent activities related to Gifted
and Talented students.

o The DiStrict
)

is considering a major reorganization of the
.DiStrict Gifted and Talented Program. Do you have any
ideas or suggestions on hoW to enhance this program?

Results

There were 504 surveys sent out to parents of students in Gifted and..
Talented Programs'in the District's fifth, seventh, and ninth grades.:
However; only 32% (163/504) were completed and returned;

The item-by-item results of the survey are,presentedn Attachment F-2.
'Overall, the parent evaluption of the Gifted and Talented Program was
positive. The majority of the parents said they understood how their
children were selected to participate in the Gifted and Talented Pro -
grains and also said that they understood the objectives of the programs.
Furthermore, the responses to the various Items indicate that the majori-
ty of the parents think that the Gifted, and Talented Programs are bene-
ficial to their children. Ninety percent of the respondents would like
,their children to continue in the programs.

As was indicated above; the last item of the survey,,which was aged
by the District, asked parents for suggestions and recommendations for
program improvements. There were 50 parents who addressed the open- .

ekded question and/or who made comments with respect to the District's
Gifted and Talented Programs.- responses may be classified as:

General support and/orov;erall Satisfaction with the ii
program.

o Requests and suggestions for expanilion of the program 15

districtwide and from grade to grade and school to school.

o ,Requests for more information about the program.

Criticism of certain programs in a given school.

F-4
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o Criticism of the instrument (the survey) for being too 3
ambiguous or for not being specific enough.

o Criticism of the selection process and required number of 3
students in certain classes.

o Requests to give extra credit to students participating 3
in Gifted and Talented Trograms;

All the responses given by parents are recorded in Attachment F-3. Also;
a computer file was created with thedatareceived, arid it is stored at
the University of Texas at Austin Computation Center under the code name
0263 PARENTGT. The layout for this file is presented in Attachment F-4.

F==.5
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AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

April 11, 1983

Dear Parents:

ATTACHMENT F-1

Enclosed please find a survey designed by the Texas Education
Agency (TEA) to be.completed by parents of_childreft-pariicipa-
;ting in gifted and talented programs in grades 3; 7; and 9.

The purpose of these questionnaires is to determine the effec-
tiveness of the gifted and talented program. The information;

--that-ye-obtain will help us'tc modify and improve the program s
ability to serve the needs of gifted and talented students.

...

Please complete the questionnaire and send it to the teacher of
the Gifted and Talentedprogram in which your child is participating.
A prompt delivery will be appreciated.

If_you have any questions concerning the questionnaire, please
call Martin Arocena at 438=1228,

Thanks.

HA:_lg
EncloSure

Sincerely;

N

Martfn Arocena
Gifted and Talented PrOgraM Evaluator

i2
6 cio GUAD,ALUPE, AUSTIN, TEXAS 73752 512 / 453-1227

V A
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PARENT EVALUATION OF THE GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM

Dear Parent:

This year_your child partitipated in a program designed to meet the needs of
gifted /talented students. Currentlyi we are evaluating this program -in -order
to improve its effectiveness. You can help us by responding to the following.
statements and returning the form to your child's teacher. Please feel frte
to Offer additional comments on the back of this form.

Grade level (circle appropriate grade): 5=i01 78'9=16 Blank=20 2=16. 6=2 N =163

Number Of years your child has been in the gifted /talented oro&aiti:.

()=3 2=38. 4=14 6=2 8=1
1=65 3=15 5= 3 7=1 9=1

1. I understand how my child was selected for this program.

2. I understand what the objectives of this program are.

3. I understand how this program fits in with the regular
classroom work that my child is doing.

E. I have been invited to visit this program and have
been given the opportunity to visit with the program
teacher.

5. My child has the opportunity to explore areas that
expand on the regular curriculum.

6. My child is receiving adequate training in basic
skill areas.

7. It is important that my child receive instruction
with children of similar abilities and potential.

8. M;, child is not concerned about missing his/her regular
classroom time.

9. This program has helped my child become a more inde-
pendent learner.

10. This.program has improved my child's ability to solve
problems independently.

11. My child is better able to organize his/her time
since entering the program.

12. My child enjoys school more since he/she was enrolled
in the program.

12

Yes No Blank

140 21 _2

122 22 _13

133 24 6

-1-50

141 13 9

148 8 7

91 52 . 20

133 -L -15

117 20 26

104 39
--

20

125 18 20

Form GT -5R83
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. Yes No Blank

13. My child's self confidence has increased since entering
this program. 125 25 13

14. My child is having difficulties with friends as a
result of his/her participation in this program. 14 144 5

15. My child tells me about activities in this program. 147 9 7

16. I would like my child to continue in this program. _13

17. This year; I attended parent activities related
to problems; needs and/or programs of the gifted/
talented students; 47 111 5

18. I benefited from the parent activities related to
gifted/talented students.

19. The District is considering a major revision/reorganization of the District
gifted/talented program. Do you have any ideas or suggestions on how to enhance
this program? Please share them with us.

39 87 37

Ideas and suggestions given by parents are recorded on Attachment F -3.

F-8 126
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PARENT EVALUATION OF THE GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM

The District is considering a major revision/reorganization of the
DiStrict gifted/talented program. Do you have any ideas or suggestions
on how to enhance this program?

"I have been pleased withthe overall variety and quality of offering
in G&T English. However, I continue to be convinced that AISD would
be better off scrapping the whole misleading concept (Most of the kids
in these programs, including my own, are not gifted and most all kids
have talents) so we don't have some arbitrary limits on the numbers of
kids who can qualify for quality classroom experiences. At Casis,
for example, so many of the children qualified for the limited number
of slots that the selection process was a joke!"

"I feel these programs take a very firm and organized teacher. The
students at no time should be allowed to get by with constant disobedi-
ence, thus distracting from the learning potential of the rest of the
class and making study time or teaching time Impossible. This has
happened this year.

If a student has such a discipline problem and so little or no re-
spect for his elders and fellow classmates, he has no right to remain
in the class - no one has the right to take away another's potential
learning right.

Just because an individual is capable of learning or moving through
material at 'a more rapid pace that another doesn't mean they are a
'better' person - in high school this seems to be an issue. The students
should feel-more-responsible with this TriviIege,of-a-speciaI-program------
and enthusiastic to perform their very best to show their appreciation
to the people organizing these programs and the teachers who make it
possible."

"Please publicize the availability of such programs to students enter-
ing this school district. Counselors should encourage students to take
these challenging courses if they feel the student is suitable for the
program."

"It is hard to make suggestions about a program which I have no real
knoWledge of."

"More parent participation."

"More information to parents. More parental and student participation
in formulating programs"

F -9.
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"Since I am not well-informed about this program, I don't really have
any specific suggestions other than increased information to parents
about the programs. Apparently, I was invited to attend a parents'
meeting but had_schedule conflicts.

_I certainly hope you continue with -the gifted /talented programs; as
well as the magnet program, but I don't have any definite suggestions
for enhancements."

"Being a newcomer to the Austin area; I have missed the organizational/.
introductory parent meetings;, I do not know any specific details about
the Austin program,; nor: was I abIe"to get many details whenIfirst
inquired -- I have not met any of Laura's teachers. I da thinkshe's
being adequately challenged in many' areas; but I would like to know
more about the individual academic programs."

"I do not think a child should have to choose between gifted language
arts and art enrichment. Art in the public schools is treated like an
untouchable: no art teachers K-3; 1 hour once a week for half a year
4-6; 12-week exploratory on alternate days in junior high and not a
'designated elective' for honor graduation in Austin High. Art should
be valued creative expression that is encouraged by art teachers. Please
put some money into the program."

"My daughter is-very frustrated about all the work -she must make up
(while gone to her gifted classes). The teachers are unhappy about the
children (especially my daughter's) being gone from their classes. This

-feeling-is-passed-on-to.__the children and_my_daughter feels it's unfair.
She had been expected to make everything up the next day. We have
tried to work things out with teachers, but no one wants to give up
their time with the children and I don't blame them. I would like to
see all gifted children in one-class or offer the gifted classes before
or after school- Things cannot continue like they are. Everything my
daughter does is with perfection, and now since she is in gifted she
is expected not to make any mistakes in school without getting an X on
her performance sheet. The combination of gifted program and performance
sheets has created a problem with behavior at home."

"I have really little information regarding what the objectives are;
have never been consulted or brought in in order to understand the
program better. No teacher-parent facilitation has been explored.
I believe it is important for my child to get this advanced instruction,
but I wish to be more involved in the program."

"My child is not in a special program for social studies. She is quite
bored - is not challenged - frustrated. I would hope in the future this
is corrected."
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"As you might_conclude from -my answers to this questionnairei_I have been'
quite disappointed in the class in question (it is a 'Point 9' English
class at- Travis High)._

The class_began with lots of talk about goals and the future. But over
the course of the year, judging by what my daughter has reported, what I
have observed by examining her reading and writing assignments, and by
what her friends have said, the actual demands made on the students and
the level of instruction have been surprisingly low.

I blame the teacher. He haS had a group'of unusually capable students,
bright and eager to learn, and has fallen:far short of their potential.
It may be--indeed, it probably is--not entirely his fault. To be sure,
he has so many students in the class that no one could accomplish much
with them; and he has too many classes.

Nevertheless, he hat' failed to engage the children in probing classroom
discussion, and his reading assignments often do not coincide with the
actual work that occurs in class. That is, he will assign reading; and
will talk about other matters.

Worse, he asks the students to write long essays on the readings, and
then. returns them without a single comment. They come back with a grade,
and that's it. I actually doubt that they have been read.

I make all these comments, I might add, from the point of view of a
Professor of English at t.T., a former director of the University's inter-
disciplinary honors program (Plan II), and as the trainer of a great many
English teachers for Texas schools.

I have_another child, not yet in high school, who has also been in
numerous 'gifted and talented' classes, beginning four or five years ago
at Linder;_.- continuing through Travis Heights Elementary, and now in
Fulmore. These ElaideS-I4Ve-beeh-diSappointing;-toa-:---I-recall-the-sclenci
class at Travis Heights, where the special teacher missed lots of classes
and seemed to be good only at declaring his written goals. Too often,
these programs are public relations matters for parents, without substance,

"While I recognize that this course is more rigorous than a regular
biology course, I don't feel it is demanding enough. I would like to
see an outside independent project assigned (e.g., book report, making
a model, conducting an experiment, etc.) Also, I feel an occasional essay
question on a test is appropriate. I am happy that my child seems to be
so interested and stimulated by school. I wish that a greater effort
were made to ensure that parents are made aware of course objectives,
units, due dates, etc. I want to support the schools, but find it diffi-
cult when I am unaware of these things."

F=11
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"My student participates in this program by taking advanced classes. It
is my impression that the advanced classes are not taught so as to take
advantage of the opportunity to provide the students with special,
advanced instruction. On the contrary, the instructors seem to deal__
with the classes by assigning more work. The greater number of details
is then forgotten,withinashort time. It is a pity that the instruction
is not at a more advanced level so as to give better understanding of the
subject."

"1._This evaluation sheet is poorly written for an evaluation of a
a nigh - school course.

2. The work load on a student in these type_classes at tit-es is
overwhelming with little regard to the homework of other classes. They
are pushed everyday; usually with no let-up.for 9 months, and are ex-
hausted at the end of the year We hear a lot about teacher burn-out..
A student who stri-s-es:fOr academic achievement can reach burn-out also;

3. Some of the work, such as coloring worksheets, seems to be busy
work and has little value and takes a great deal of -time;

4; Sometimes the classes seem short on explanation and long on expecta-
tion. A gifted student can_learn faster and grasp concepts but still
needs proper instruction; They may be in a college-level course but are
not college age.

5. Children need encouragement; praise, a reasonable workload and a
pleasant atmosphere to learn. These advanced classes should be a place
for achievement, not a place where a student feels punished because he. is
an achiever.

6. These classes do teach a child how to_Study because they have to in
Order to survive. That is a benefit- even though the class itself may be
an-iiiinreaganttheffioty.":

"I feel programs for gifted students are too liMited. We should spend an
,amount -for each_gifted_student equal to_the amount spent for special
education/retarded/problem/pregnant students._ My_opinion is that AUStTh'S
gifted programs are the equivalent of my regular_highschOol classes. I

hate to consider the mediocrity of the average class."

"1 want to see more ofitat more schools-even if the claSses could
Meet only Monthly in the lower grade levels-so more kids -could be touched
and stimulated by these excellent teachers and educational ideas."

"I would appreciate the advantages of G&T continuing into the Jr. High_
levels! I_also would like to see Spanish taught to all students_atall
grade levels, G&T and regular classes as setup within each school, K-6!"
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"Continuity of programs between schools is Important._ To go froth Hill
to- Read -to Martin to Anderson and keep track of what level and basic
skills ha-tie been covered is a non - trivial task."

"Provide programs for gifted/talented syStetWide,_rathet than hailing
the programs depend on the generosity and motivation of teachers.

Instruction in basic skills should be part of any gifted program so
that the et child does not become less. proficient in theSe skills as
'accelerated work' is emphasized.

Find a_'gift' In every child - or a special interest - Which can be
encouraged and nurtured;

Change:the name:.
Change grading system to recognize work in 'accelerated''classes."

"Would appreciate some more emphasis on science."

"I feel 'teacher input' is veiy important in the reorganization. By
'teacher' I mean the teacher who is presently working with'the program."

"I hope somehow in the coming years computer literacy will be included
in the Gifted /Talented program. Computers offer libitleSS possibilities
for creativity for all children, and particularly thoSe Who are very
creative and need avenues for the expression of Same._ Also, I hope parti-
cipation in Future ProbIemsolvers can be continued. I would also look
for programs that teach critical thinking e.g., Great BOOks; however, I
am not pleased with the materials they offer = perhaps the District could
organize its own program."

"The important thing is to challenge then . DO not- limit or cut back on
the_program; If anything,.expand it These are the best you've got -
don't lose them; either in interest or from AISD."

"Expanded program in area of social StudieS, science and computer tech-
nology for the elementary child."

"Program at LBJ should be expanded into the areas of English and Math
with continuity of both teachers trained in theSe fields with the
abilities to deal with gifted ,children."

"I feel this program is essential for AISD. There are definitely times
when students have greater capabilities than their other classmates. I
feel these students need to be stimulated to make them strive for better
things. I feel the length of.time could be expanded to take in more."
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"I think the greatest justice we can do to this program is to make it a
continuing program which follows_the child from schoOl to school. TO
start a program in one school and bus them to another that doesn't have
the program is a great_ disservice to the child and the teachers_at both
schools. I_also_feel_it is of utmost importance to work_with the teachers
who:have taken the initiative and done the work to provida.a GOT program.
Share their program with other teachers. Find out what makes her or him
an excellent teacher and try to help the teacher who needs lt."

"1. Set_up_programs_for lower grades. _Why wait to do something about
these children until fourth grade? I feel their needs are just_aa inn=-
portant as the children who are slow learners or have learning disabili-
ties. Why allow them to become bored or uninterested in school which can
cause poor performance or behavioral problems.' (I must add that we have
been very fortunate that our children have had exceptional teachers
through the years and thankfully we have not had the above problem except
in one instance).

2. Adapt these programs to the visually handicapped.
3. Mr. Liebick.and Mrs. Sawyer are to be highly Complimented for

their programs this year. They are exceptional and their enthusiasm is
contagious.

4. Extend the classes to cover science and social studies."

"Laura has enjoyed this year's higher level thinking class and has bene-
fitted from the program offered. However, I think that the learning
opportunities offered to her by this class should not be limited to
'gifted/talented' students. All interested fifth graders could benefit
from this class and should have the opportunity to join it."

"I feel that the majority of these questions do not apply to ninth graders
or are not relevant to this age. The program has challenged and kept
the interest; of our child, although she has not always liked the assign-
ments. This\is not a top priority for us (her liking the assignments).
We do feel this program needs to be continued."

"It is important to continue grouping by ability. The best situation our
child had was lin second grade in a total G&T program at Highland Park
Elementary under Dr. Chapman and Mrs. Bell. Spending all her day with
other similarochildren was the most challenging. The moving in and out
of programs each year depending on the faculty's ability to 'put together'
a G&T program iverir chaotic and has little continuity. We'd support
a magnet school with an emphasis on languages, language arts, math and
science. Your questionnaire is difficult to answer; or child was an
independent learner, self confident, able to organize her time prior
to this year."
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"This question is poorly constructed. The responses are directed by
the wording of the questions. The information thus obtained is of little
significance."

"My personal view is that I would prefer to see the program offered to
those who show a particular strength or interest in a specific subject,
i.e., an extension of basic curriculum at which they excell. Computer
is great for those students interested in math, but why not also in-
corporate harder math problems."

"I feel_the_children should have a better underStanding of the Selec=
tion criteria."

"1. -For secondary students, elevated grade points for G&T courses.
2. Better communication with parents as to the nature of G&T .courses

in Travis High SChticil.
3. Elithinate number of students in a class' requirement_and

limit enrollment to those students who meet the criteria for AdmiSSiOn.
4. AS d_Parent, I am not fUllyaware of the criteria for selection

Of my child fOr this program and I would like to knoW."

"1..Students who take_G&T_SCience in.8th_grade should eceive credit for
freShMan science_if they -do well enough in the class toSkip 9th grade
science_and go directly into Biology.

2. The students need to be grouped together in Chemistry and
Physics etc.

3. There_is a grading problem. My older son never seemed to study
and- got an A one semester in Biology. _I don't think he did 1/16 of the
work my younger son does and he- struggles to get .a B+ or
puts in several hours :every night!

4. I think a trip to the UT BiOlogy Labs would be great. I think one
day of seeing real jobs in scientific areas could be very motivating."

"My only concern is that my child has not received credit to distinguish
her participation in the gifted/talented program. I have seen reports
where this will change; however, we are moving and the new school does
provide extra credit for such courses. Seems the school system could
have addressed this problem before now."

"My son has enjoyed most of his advanced classes. I believe he is in
3 this year (10th). They are tough classes and he does not make as good
grades as he would if he was in a regular class. I feel it is not fair
to these students that are put in these classes that it is not shown on
their report card or school record that they are in advanced classes.
My son could probably be making all A's, but these classes pull his grade
point down. Some students get in easier classes to make better grades.
These classes have been good for him, but there,again I feel like these
special students should have the recognition they deserve."

F=15
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"Objectives_ should be written- for parents. Activities should be explained
(in writing) to parents - such as a beginning-of-the-year list of projects
Regularly sending work hame for parent viewing would help parents_stay in
touch. Recommend a mentor system involving various professions with
children -going through on rotational basis. Recommend a Great Books -type
prJgram for various levels, with mentors joining in."

"Yes, I would sugest, having resource people from the University Of Texas
to visit and tell about their departments and their areas of study."

"Odr child's teacher has.done an outstanding job, as a teacher in this
program. She is mast enthusiastic and has made learning a fun experience
for my son."

"I am very pleased with the program as it now exists and cid not feel a.
major revision/reorganization is necessary."

"We .feel this is an extremely important and necessary program and sincere-
lY hope it is continued!"

"The program with which I am most familiar is the High Level Thinking
one that operates at Ortega Elementary. I have been impressed with the
course of 'study' and the approach to problem solving. Our child has
benefitted from the brain-storming, synthesizing, analyzing approach to
learning. We feel that these skills incorporated in the HLT program are
valid and workable in all areas of life and lifetime learning. We would
like to see more of this style of program in the Gifted-Talented curricu=
lum."

"I like:
1. Independent research, reading, and analyzing.
2. Creativity: poems, stories, paragraphs.
3. The excellent teachers who have given so much to Michael."

"I hope that opportunities for these gifted children will continue.
My children have all benefitted from these classes, and I hope they will
continue to do so."

"As parents, we feel this program is very educational and benefits our
daughter greatly in the art world."

"It has been a very benefitting program in view of the budget crisis
) the school district is in. But I think a broader program is needed.
More emphasis should apply on the basic tools - math, reading, and writ-
ing. :Small items, such as the slide rule in math, and good grammar

\ should be some of the topics offered."
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"We were very pleased with the"gifted/talented program, particularly the
science; David enjoyed and benefitted; We are looking. forward to an
enhanced program for the sixth grade with even more science;"

"1 think the program is excellent; 1 would like to see every child have
basic instruction in drawing, composition, color, shading design and
perspective as part of their regular school work."

P'
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Instrument Description: Student Evaluation of the Gifted and Talente' Program.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION:

Brief Description of the instrument:
The survey designed_by TEA consisted of sixteen items. The first two identifythe grade in which the respondent is enrolled and the number of years in which
the respondent has been participating in gifted and talented programs. The itscover various aspects of the program.

To whom was the instrument administered?
To students enrolled in.gifted programs in grades five, seven, and nths.

HOW many times-was the instrument administered? .7.5

Only once.

When was the instrument administered?
The surveys were mailed to instructors teaching gifted and talented programs
in grades five, seven, and nine on April 13, 1983. Teachers passed it on totheir students.

Where was the instrument administered?
The instrument ms administered at the schools.

Who administered the instrument?
The instilment is self-administered.

What training did the admin:strators have?
Not applicable.

Was the instrument administered under - standardizes conditions?
No.

Wert there problems with the instrument or the administration thatmight affect the validity of the data?_
Yes. Respondents had difficulties limiting themselves to a "yes" or u110 "alternative in some of the items.

Who developed the instrument?

---The.:Texas..E.ducation Agency._

What reiiability and validity4; are available on the in_str_ument?

None.

Are there, norm data available for intarpreting the results?
No, there are not. 4)

G-2 136: .
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TEA Student Survey

Purpose

A student survey was conducted to fulfill one of the obligations pre-
scribed'by the terms of_the_grant from the Texas Education Agency for
support of a demonstration Gifted and Talented Program.

The student survey provides. information to'address the following deci-
sion and evaluation questionS:

Decision Question Dl: What components of the present District
effort,_if any, should be modified'or deleted? Should any com-
ponent be added?

EvaluatIot-Question D1-1: What are -the Gifted/Talented
Program characteristics and unique features?

Procedures

TEA designed a survey to be- administered to all students in Gifted and
Talented classes: funded with state monies in grades five, seven, and
nine. This survey was sent to 504 studentS in AISD.

The survey consisted of sixteen items. The first two identify the grade
in which the respondent is enrolled and the number of years in the
Gifted and Talented Program. The other four items are statements, and
respondents were asked to indicate whether they agreed or nc: by select-
ing either a "yes" of "no" alternative.

Surveys were sent to the teachers of programs for the gifted who dis-
tributed them to their students. When the students had returned the
surveys, the teacher mailed them to the District's Office of Research
and Evaluation for tabulation and analysis.

In general, the distribution system operated well. The ;nly minor
problem was that some completed surveys were received after the dead-
line prescribed. However, all the surveys were entpredripto the file.
The info4wation collected is stored on a magnetic tape the University
of Texas under the code name 0263 GIFTSTUD. The f le fOrMr.t i /S presented
in Attachment G-1.

Some problems were found with the format of the s rvey. Some students
had difficulties answering the items and needed a third alternative to
express something other than a "yes" or "no" ens er.

The Survey uSed-iS-inclUded in this appendix as attachment G-2i

G-3
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Results

Overall; the evaluation of the Gifted and Talented Prograt_by_the Studenta
was positive:. The majority of respondents (90%) understood why they were
selected to participate and what the objectives Of'the program were.
Finally, 93% of the respondents said they would like to continue in the
gifted and talented program;

A statistical summary of the responses obtained for each it is presented
in Attachment G-2.

There were 26 students who Wrote comments and opinions. Twenty-five of
these responses came from fifth graders expressing their appreciation
for the High Level Thinking.prOgram and_asking that it be continued.
The other comment was written by a ninth grader and is critical of,the
fatt_that,upon enrolling;_ she was not_given_information about the Gifted
and Talented programs._ Also_, the student thinks that the classes of '.

the Gifted Program _in her school are "purely .advanced academic courses."
All the comments given by students are included in Attachment G-3'.
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ATTACHMENT G-2

STUDENT EVALUATION OF THE GIFTED /TALENTED PROGRAM

Dear Student:

We are reviewing the effectiveness of our gifted/talented (G/T) program.
We want to know how you would evaluate'both the program and its effect on
you as a learner. Based upon your participation, indicate whether you agree
or disagree with the following statements. Also, feel free to make comments
about the program on the back of the form. Thank you for helping us make
the program more effective next year.

Grade level (circle appropriate grade): 5=1327=25 9-55 Blank 18 Other Grade=13

Number of years in the gifted/talented program:

No Blanks

1. I understand why I was selected to participate in the

Yes

gifted/talented program. 219 16

2. I understand what objectives I am trying to reach in
this program. 207 24

_a__

I can apply a lot 'of what I learn in this program to
my regular classroom work. 190 45

4. I find the work in this program too easy. 33 194 16_

5. I find the work in this program too hard. 20 201- -9*

6. I have learned research and study skills in this
program that help me in other classes. 184 __2__

7. I enjoy working with other students of similar
abilities. 227

__52

13 1_,_

8. I am able to keep up in my other classes. 226 10 I__

9. I get to do more independent work in this program. la6 41 6

10. As a result of program activities, I find it easier
to solve problems. _174 --55-

11. As result of program activities, I am better able
to organize my time. 140 91 12

12. As a result of program activities, I am able to express
myself better in writing than I could before. 1 7- _IQ_

13. I enjoy school more since I started in this program. t74

14. I would like to continue in the program. 228-

___53_

10

_16__
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF THE.GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM

"I find it challenging."

"You need an in-between column."

"Yes .I would like to be in the honors Geometry program." (3 responses)

"The work in this program is just right." (6 responses)'

"I think this program is-just wonderful!"

"Some students I can't stand. I never could organize my time anyway."

"I' don't want to do more independent work."

"I love it."

"I think this program is a very good one because it helps me in my other
classes also In doing report and in Social Studies and Health. I like
this class because it is very interesting."

"I think that this program is worth it and I'm glad that we have it
because it makes the students think harder and it is for people who are
High Level Thinkers. I don't want this program to go -to waste because
I like it the way it is. I think that this program should be all around
the world, because I love this project."

"I don't -think that the special G/T programs should be discontinued
because I feel that I am learning a lot more than I would have if I
would have stayed in class during this hour. I think that more gifted
classes should be installed in more schoola so that kids can have the
same privileges as the students at Harria."

"I feel that we should continue this program because it has helped children
solve problems. You can talk to your teacher about any question and not
be embarrassed. You can talk to other kids with the :same interests and
abilities as you have I think the program is an oUtlet to get some
problems more organized. Please continue this program.",

"I think that the G /T.- programs should be continued. I like them."

"I think_all G/T programs should be continued. I think I had_a_great
year or better year with H.L.T., at least better than it would have been."

"I really enjoy the program. It makeS my work in my other classroom
easier."

"This program is fun and helpful and if it is discontinued it would be
a great loss."

G-7
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"I entered as the first.7th grade G/1 English_class and the first 8th
grade G/T Math class in Victoria; The_objectives and selection process
were clearly outlined. .1 transferred to Austin_and nothing was explained
to me; I wish to continue; but I. would rather do morecreAtIme work.
The classes here are purely advanced academic courses."

.

"I enjoy High -Level Thinking_class very much._ The_workie_much_more
interesting than the work I had in my other class because it_takes
more thought. Many of my friends are,ln the class _and we all enjoy_
working together; 1 woulddefinitelylike to continue the program."

"This is my first year in this class_and I am really and truly enjoying
it. I would recommend this H.L.T. class to many schools and to please
keep them in the schools they are already in."

"H.L.T. helps me with a lot of my work. It helps me get along better
With people."

"This is my first year_in_this_Class and I really enjoy it. I like
Working puzzles and all the other things. We.have wonderful discussions
and go on to high-level topics which you can't do in a normal class."

'"I feel that this class is_a wonderful experience_for me to be involved
'in. The class lets_me go beyond my level of thinking. I would really
like to continue this class."

"You learn new concepts. Handle yourself in situations. Gain confidence
in_youraelf. Meet friends and enemies _(Whih teaches you hoW to regain
friendship or 'battle' tactics in 'slight' War).

"I. am glad that this gifted/talented program_is at Ortega because in
other classes if you ask a question the teacher gives you -a quick- answer
like no or,yea.' My teacher gives you a fullj elaborated interesting
answerandthat_one question goes into many more subjects and beyond
Other levels. I want_this_to be spread to other schools so gifted people
can express more of their ideas."

"I think H.L.T.' is fun,.bUt we are_not_in_here to have fun, we're here to
learn, and I'think I am learning alot in here. I get to do more things:
by myself and I'm' learning alot about things I_ didn't know_-_for examplej
The Underwater_Communityj I didn't know alot about that. And my parents
are glad I am in this class.' They think now I'm smarter. Before I
Wasn't getting good_grades and the teacher and Italked it over and gave
me confidence that I could get. better grades by doing more work and
elaborate on things I had to doj and_I did. I was getting better and
my family is proud of that That's why I still_want.to be in H.L.T. and
let there by H.L.T. in other schools and have it next year."

G-8
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"I would like to participate in this class_again next year because it's
a class-I can look forward to. It is fun but also it's very interesting
and a great learning experience. Honestly, I like it because it has
a lot of my friends in it and I do better work when I am around my
friendS7

"I think that this is such a wonderful class. I learn so much. If they
did not have it I would be so disappointed. You can ask high level
questions and get a high level answer. This program allows me to use
my imagination and go beyond normal elementary curriculum."

"I find working with my colleagues in a H.L.T. program very rewarding.
The time I spend in this class is well spent time,"

"1 would love to continue in this gifted class, and I think other people
would benefit if there were more; I really want to stress the fact that
I am able to use the skills I am taught in this classroom in my other
classes; If this talented program is not continued I will not be able
to express myself more often and beable to go beyond,my regular thoughts.
As,you.can see, I am very absorbed in this program. Please continue this
program."

"I like this gifted thinking program because I. can think more. It helps.
me think more and put more thought into a question than I normally would
in class. I learn more than I usually do, and I like being fooled and
fooling other people-with brainteasers.

Another competition I am interested in in High Level Thinking is the
Future Problem Solving test. It also:allows-you to elaborate your think-7.
ing. I also like the subjects used in them because they give you a broad
variety; Yes, this. is it, High Level Thinkingi.where gifted people can
feel free to think. I couldn't miss a class, I like it so much. I hope
I will be able to join Masterschool this summer, I also can't wait to go
to Malibu Grand Prix."

"I enjoy H.L.T. and,want it to go on for my sister, my friend's brother,
etc; I enjoy my friends here and want to stay. H.L.T. is fun and excit-
ing, especially with my teacher here.

"I think this program is very fun and interesting, I hope I can be in
it next year; I have learned a lot in this program."

"I think that we should continue this program because it really does
help us learn, work out other problems, and think. I really love this
program. And I think if students like us can work and think hardet
than others we should have this program, because this is really helping
us."

"I feel that this class could be both educational and informative and is
a good idea."

G-9
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"I think it would be good -'to have a faster Class for faster students."

"I don't think enough people would sign up for the class."

"What should I be learning in this program? Some subjects, especially
'English, need to be upgraded."

G-10
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

APPENDIX H

ACTIVITIES OF THE
GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION TEACHERS .
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Instrument Description: Gifted and Talented Acttgities of Tpachers.

Brief descrintion of the instrument:

Th

)

-Gifted and Talented ACtiVities Term consisted of rwo parts. The first part
asked respondents to identify the area of giftedness in which they worked. The
second !% part was a list of activities, and teachers. were asked Co mark those in1, ;7which they were involved.

.

To wham was the instrument administered?

To state-funded teachers of the gifted and talented students.

.Bow many times was the instrument adminiftered?

only once.

When-was-the-instrument administered?

It was sent to teachers en May 9, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered?

It was_sent to_the Office of Gifted and Talented EduCatiOn Where the teachers
Crave their oUices.

Who-adminis-tered-the-ins-truent?

It was Self-administered.

What training did the administrators have?

Not applicable..

Was-the-iris-trument-adminiatered under-arendardired-conditions?

Unknown.

Were there problems with the instrument or the administration that might affect
the validity of the data?

None.

Who developed the instrument?

The Office of Research and Evaluation.

Are there norm data available for interorecingthe-rests?

None available.

H-2
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, .

Activities of the Gifted and Talented Education Teachers

urpose

A survey was conducted to address the fallowing dedi§ion and evaluation.
questions:

Decislon_Question_DI -What. components of 'the- present District
'effort, if any; should be modified or deleted/ Should any
components be added?

-Evaluation -- Question D1-8: How werethe Distridt-funded
teachers Of gifted education utiliZed? What services
did they provide?

-Evaluation QUeStion_D17: How were the state-funded teachers
andcounselors_of gifted education utilized? What services
did*they provide?

Procedures

A survey was dendUcted'te_address the questions stated. Each staff
member from tl3e Gifted and_Talted Office was asked to detPlete.4 dheek.
list. ThiS checkliSt consisted of two parts._ Part A identified the
position of.the respondent and t e area of- giftedness in Which they
worked. Part B provided a liSt_o activities. The staff_SurVeYed were
asked to select the activities in which they were involved during the
school year The checkliSt. WAS'deVeloped by the Office of ReSdardh_and
Evaluation, and_it was designed __with information obtainedfred_pteVicid§
informal interviews with the Gifted and Talented staff. Attachment H..1.
presents a copy of the instrument used. . I

Findings

There were thirteen prefeSSIOnals employed by the District's Office of
Giftedand_Talented EdUcatien. One_Of these was the Gifted and Talented
Education Coardlinator who resigned in ,December 1982 and was not replaced
until June 1983.

In total, eleven surveys were completed and sent -to ORE for tabulation
and analyses. Of the surveys-_ received, seven belonged to state- funded
Staff and four were District - funded personnel.
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Figure H -1 presents the occupations
source of funding. ,

reported by respondents and their
, .

Number Occupation reported
6

4iaurce of funding

2 eacher/planner State
1 teacher State
2 program manager . State

substitute teacher State
1 counselbr - State
1 planner State
3

1

teacher .

,

program. manager
DiStritt

v.

FIGURE H-1, NUMBER OF OCCUPATIONS REPORTED BY SOURCE OF FUNDING.

Figure_1172 shows the areas of giftedness in -which the respondents of the
CheckliSt of Activities said they Worked and the source of funding.

Number.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1i

Area of giftedness

creative /productive thinking District
District
District
District
State
State
State
State
'State
State

ource of funding

computers
art (museum educatian)
science
creative and prdaudftVe thinking
science _ -

early childhood
future problems- solving
high-leyel thinking
All areas

FIGURE H-2. G/T AREAS OF MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY OF STAFF

Part .B of the' Checklist of Activities consists of a list of fourteen
identified activities and,one "other" alternative. Personnel _from the
Gifted and Talented Office were asked to mark the activities in the list
which correspbnded to the services they provided during the 1982-83
school year. Figure. H7.3 shows the activities listed and the number of
teachers and/or counselors who marked the item;

15u
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N of N of D** Activities and Services

1. 4 3 Taught courses for the Gifted/talented students.

2; 6 3 Provided inservice training for Distritt's teachers
related to Gifted/Talented echicaticin.

Developed curriculum materials for Gifted/Talented
courses.

; 4

4.

5. 4

Trained parents of Gifted and Talented students.

Managed Gifted and Talented Programs (as a
supervisor or contact person).,

Received inSerVite training on Gifted and Talented
Education.

7. 7 3 Attended conferences related to Gifted/Talented
EdUtatiOn.

8. 1 RrdVieWed Program Plans submitted to the Gifted
and Talented Office.

9. 3 2 Submitted Program Plans.

10. 2 Counseled studentS.

11. 6. 1 Edited the magazine of Gifted and Talented
students works.

1'2. 6 2 Contributed to Gifted/Talented newsletter "Quest"

13. 2 Organized_ Gifted and_Talented Programs in the
SchoOlS teachers to start courses
fok the gifted).

14. Participated in the organization of Gifted/Talented
acttvitics at the state level (i.e. state
competitions) .

* NUMbet of State-funded Teachers ** Number of Districi-funded Teachers

FIGURE H-3. ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES OF THE GIFTED AND TALENTED OFFICE
STAFF.
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In addition _to the activities_ and services indicated in Figure H-3,
four respondents also chose the "other" alternative; Those respondents
who marked the "other" alternative were asked to specify. The activi-
ties and/or services indicated and the source of funding were the
following:

Teacher A, DiJtrict-funded: Represented the District by presenting at
statewide conferences on gifted education.
Published newsletter statewide highlight-
ing the accomplishments of gifted students.
Elicited University of Texas support and
sponsorship for a statewide meeting of
gifted youngsters co-- sponsored by the AISD.
Produced educational materials' for use in
Gifted Programs here in AISD and around the
state:

TeaCher B, State=funded: Represented the District by presenting at
statewide conferences on Gifted Education.
Published newsletter statewide highlight-
ing the accomplishments of gifted students.

Teacher C, State-funded: Presented at a regional conference;

Teacher,D, State-funded: Correspondence with teachers and parents.



82.41 AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL (DISTRICT .

Office of Research and Evaluation

May -9; 1983

ATTACHMENT H-1

TO: State Funded Teachers of Gifted/Talented Education

FROM: Martin Arocena

SUBJECT: Activities During the 1982-83 School Year

The research design for the evaluation of. the State's Gifted and Talented Program includes

the following research questions: "How wer,:. the State funded teachers and counselor uti-

lized?" and "What services did they providu?"

To complete this component of the report, please Indicate what types of activities and

services you were involved with during the 1982-83 school year.

A. I WORK AS A (please mark what corresponds): TEACHER COUNSELOR

TEACHER'S AIDE OTHER:

THE AREA(S) OF GIFTEDNESS I WORK WITH IS (ARE):

B. LIST OF ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES; (Please mark what corresponds)

TAUGHT COURSES FOR THE GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS;

PROVIDED--INSERVICE TRAINING FOR DISTRICT'S TEACHERS RELATED TO GIFTED/TALENTED

EDUCATION.

DEVELOPED CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR GIFTED/TALENTED COURSES.

TRAINED PARENTS OF GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS.

MANAGED GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAMS (as a supervisor or contact person).

RECEIVED INSERVICE TRAINING ON GIFTED/TALENTED EDUCATION.

ATTENDED CONFERENCES RELATED TO GIFTED/TALENTED EDUCATION.

REVIEWED PROGRAM PLANS SUBMITTED TO THE GIFTED/TALENTED OFFICE.

SUBMITTED PROGRAM PLANS.

COUNSELED STUDENTS.

EDITED T1! MAGAZINE OF GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS' WORKS.

CONTRIBUTE" TO THE GIFTED /TALENTED NEWSLETTER "QUEST."

ORGANIZED GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS (i:e.; helped teachers to

start Gifted/Talented courses).

PARTICIPATED IN THE ORGANIZATION OF SIFTED/TALENTED ACTIVITIES AT THE STATE
LEVEL (i.e., -state competitions).

OTHER (please'specify):

..-

-7)
C

-... y,
.....=

7."

Approved: i)-:-..: ' ---11---' .."- Approved: --,--,/ -,_ _ _./_:-re o_ /,V t-, t.-1i -", -,/,--.4

irector, Research and zva uat)en Asst. Superintendent, Elementary Ed.

Approved:
Asst. Superintendent, 4'econdary Ed.

Please return to:

Martin , cena
Administation Suildinj
Box 79
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